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Fire Damages Crafts House
All Resider& Forced to Move Out

Somerville fnefighters at the Crafts House early Sunday
morning.

by BILL LABOVITZ
A one-alarm fire at the
Crafts House early yesterday
morning caused an estimated
$20,000 worth of damage,
forcing house residents to live
elsewhere for the remainder
of the semester, officials said.
There were no injuries.
The fire, reported at approximately 12:15 a.m., is believed to have been caused by
a malfunctioning circuit
breaker, according to Somerville District Fire Chief
Frank Kelley.
Kelley said the rear cellar
area and the landing for the
interior stairwell sustained
heavy fire damage. The entire
building also suffered heavy
smoke damage. He estimated
that the addition of clean-up
expenses could bring &he total
repair cost to $SO,OOO,+.
A Boston Edison crew shut
off all power to the building
after firefighters brought the
blaze under control. Extensive rewiring will be required.
The 14 residents of the
house, located at 14 Professors Row, spent yesterday

Panels Urge Education Against
Prejudice
by SCOTT DAMELIN
Panelists at a symposium
Saturday
agreed \ that
homophobia, racism and sexi s m are prevalent on the Tufts
cmapus and that both faculty
and students must make an effort to solve these problems.
The symposium,
consisting
.
-

of three panels, was held by
the Tufts Democrats in Barnum 8.
The panelists said they
thought that the students must
be educated about the various
problems on campus in order
for them to be solved.
‘‘The symposium,” according to Matt Freedman, presi-

‘T’ Fire Forces Evacuations
A fire on a MBTA subway train heading from Porter to Davis
Square Saturday afternoon led to the evacuation of over 300 passengers and a 40-minute delay on that section of the Red Line,
MBTA Public Information Officer Peter Diamond said yesterday.
The fire, in the motor section of the second car in a four-car
train, was discovered at 3:32 p.m., Diamond said.
“The train had just left Porter on the way to Davis,” he said.
The train was located 30 feet north of the Porter Square station
on the northbound side.
According to Diamond, power was turned off and the 300 to
350 passengers on the train were sent to the rear two cars, where
officials evacuated them using a ladder at the rear of the train.
No injuries were reported.
During the 40-minute delay on the Red Line, the MBTA used
four shuttle buses to transport passengers between the Harvard
Square and Alewife stations, Diamond said.
The Cambridge Fire Department responded to the fire.

.

afternoon consoling one another and retrieving personal
items, which the students
said sustained smoke damage.
Residents said yesterday
they are all being housed in
dormitory rooms and will decide at a later point whether
to move off-campus. “We
will not be back [in the house]
until next fall,” said freshman Flvnn Pritchard.

The students met yesterday
morning to discuss housing
with Dean of Students Bobbie Knable, Director of
Housing John Darcey, Director of Public Safety David
Flanders and Dean Elizabeth
Toupin, who was the dean on
call at the time of the fire.
House residents and other
see FIRE, Page 15

Spacebridge Speakers
Call for Stability
by CHRIS BALL
Soviet and American panelists at the second interactive
satellite link-up between
Tufts and Moscow State Universities stressed the need for
#giitW undekstapding betweei the superpowers to
achieve strategic stability.
Panelists and students also
discussed other current
superpower issues, including
the the recent INF treaty and
nuclear arms reduction.
The satellite link-up, also
called a spacebridge, is part of
the Global Classroom Project
started on an experimental
basis between Tufts and
Moscow State. Professor
Martin J. Sherwin, the director of Tufts Nuclear Age and
Humanities Center, is in
charge of the Tufts end of the
project. Academician Yevgeny P. Velikhov heads the
Soviet side.
Sherwin announced at the
spacebridge that he and Velikhov had signed an agreement March 24 to continue

the project over the next three
years. The agreement was
signed when Sherwin and 65
Tufts students visited the Soviet Union over Tufts Spring
Break.
see SOVIET, Page 18

Students See
Improvements
by CHRIS BALL

Saturday’s spacebridge on
strategic stability was an improvement over the first satellite link-up, several students
said.
Students interviewed said
that at the first spacebridge
there was not as much
interaction among the pane- .
lists and the audience.
“There was not as much
communication [at the first
spacebridge],” one student
said.
“This time we really discussed things,” another student said.
Professor Martin Sherwin,
see STUDENTS, Page 6

dent of the Tufts Democrats,
‘‘[addressed] the crucial issues
that affect us every day and
help us face these issues in the
Tufts community.”
The symposium, which was
co-sponsored by the dean of
students,
dean
of
undergraduate studies, the
Tufts Lesbian and Gay Community, the African-American
Society, the Asian Studies
Club and the Women’s Collective, began with opening
remarks by Max Herman, vice
president of the Tufts
Democrats.
Herman, chair of the symposium committee, said, “by
sponsoring the symposium,
[we are] filling the needs of the
Tufts conmmunity to have a
forum to talk about the
issues.. . Events like this seek
to promote equality and
understanding among both
minorities and majorities.”
The first panel of the symposium
dealt
with
From left to right, Antonia H. Chayes, former Air Force
homophobia. Panelists includupdersecrtary; Prof. Martin J. Sherwin; McGeorge Bundy,
see SYMPOSIUM, page 20 farmer a@mijI sesstity acbkp.
*
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Preventing AIDS At Tufts
by JOELLE BIELE

The following is the first in a
four part series on AIDs at Tufts,
the resources available for
preventing it, and student reac
tion to it. Part two will appear
tomorrow.
Walking into the lobby of
your dorm, you go over to the
wall of mailboxes, wondering
if any mail is in your connection with the outside world.
Throwing your heavy back-pack on the floor, you search
your pockets to find the box’s
key. After a few seconds of jiggling with the lock, the door
opens to reveal mail! You
quickly flip through the
envelopes,
bills,
and
magazines. “Nope, nothing
interesting,”
you sigh.
“Ooooh, what’s this? Pamphlets?
‘AIDS.. .What
Everyone Should Know’ and
‘Making
Sex
Safer.’
Hmmmm.. .”
Tufts University has
mounted an educational campaign to inform its students,
faculty, and staff about Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome and other sexually
transmitted diseases. As part
of a nation-wide effort to help
people learn about the condition and its causes and communicability, the university
has embarked on numerous
informational programs and
services. According to a pamphlet released on the subject,
the number of reported cases

the syndrome is both fatal and
100 percent preventable.
ALDS is a blood-related
disease which destroys the immune system, leaving one
open to infections. Not highly
contagious, the AIDS virus,
Human Immundeficiency
Virus, is transmitted through
intimate sexual contact, contaminated needles, blood and
blood products. HIV is extremely fragile and easily

tion period. Symptoms may
appear in three months, five
years, or never. This means an
unknowing carrier may be
spreading the virus to others.
According to the American
College Health Association, 70
to 75 percent of AIDS cases include homosexual and bisexual
men and 17 percent are IV
drug users. The rest include
prostitutes, blood transfusion
recipients, heterosexuals, and

Health Services Director George Rizzone
infants born with the disease.
destroyed by mild soaps and
The association said thbt in the
disinfectants once outside the
United States there are curbody. It is not spread by casual
rently l .5 million HIV carriers
contact.
and it is expected that between
Not everyone who contracts
20 and 30 percent will develop
the virus gets AIDS; approxAIDS by 1991.
imately 25 percent of those
Researchers are suggesting
ueoule
who
have
HIV
develou
. .
that in the US one in every 36
(‘Once you watch your fn’ends die from it, males is infected with HIV and
most people who will
you can’t help changing your [sexual/ that
develop AIDS between now
and 1991 are already infected.
activitv.”
Projections for AIDS acquired
through heterosexual contact
of sexually transmitted
AIDS Related Complexes and,
are that new cases will go up
diseases in the United States
of those, an estimated five to
sevenfold by 1991 and the curhas been rising sharply over
100 percent develop AIDS.
rent rate of newly reported
the past few decades and is exThe wide range shows that
pected to increase well into the
statistics are constantly changcases in the heterosexual community is twice that of the
1990s. Concentration is focusing with new information. The
homosexual.
ing on AIDS education since
danger lies in HIV’s incuba-

Dr. George &zone, director of Health Services at Tufts,
said during an interview with
the Daily, ‘ ‘ n e best way of at-

AIDS is transmitted sexually;
if you are not active, chances
of acquiring the virus are low.
As of 1986 there were no

“If I don’t have a condom on me, I don’t
Want to go get one.. .it’d break the moment,
plus I don’t want to insult someone. Having them think I think they have a disease
would Win it.”

,

tacking AIDS is through
education ... We want to increase the awareness of all
students, all faculty, and all
staff.”
Only a handful of reported
AIDS cases exist on Amreican
college campuses. Newsweek’s
On Campus reported in the
April 1987 issue that only 75
students were known to be carrying the disease while “there
are several hundred campus
cases of ARC.” These statistics
are decieving, since the incubation period for AIDS is
approximated at five years
and, due to confidentiality
laws, the numbers are possibly
lower than the actual cases.
Surgeon General C.’Everett
Koop said in his Report on
AIDS, “Adolescents and pre-adolescents are those whose
behavior we wish to especially
influence because of their
vulnerability when they are exploring their own sexuality
(heterosexual and homosexual)
and perhaps experimenting
with drugs. Teenagers often
considerr themselves immortal, and these Young People
be Putting themselves at
great risk.’’
sexual Orientation and use
Or non-use of drugs predispose
One’s Perception of AIDS.
Those who abstain from Sex,
are lesbians, Or do not take
drugs (including alcohol), PrObably have a lower likelihood
of getting the syndrome.

reported cases of AIDS among
homosexual women. Recreational drugs and alcohol can
impair judgement and
decision-making, which may
lead to activities that cause the
transmission of STDs, drugs
such as “poppers” can
damage the immune system. If
we are not under substance influence the opportunity to
become infected are reduced.
Gay and bisexual men are at
greatest risk of getting AIDS.
The homosexual community
has been dealing seriously with
the syndrome since the first
US outbreak in 1981. It has
greatly affected heir sexual activity. THe bath-houses and
‘back-rooms’ that were once
popular in the 1970s are
almost non-existent today. As
one student put it, “Once you
watch your friends die from it
[AIDS], you can’t help changing your [sexual] activity. You
can’t just be like, ‘I like him
and he likes me, so why not?’
I hate acting like it’s life or
death when I go out, and having to use a condom, but for
me it is. Face it, the chances
of me getting it are too goddamned high. I’ve got to be
careful.”
The straight community
doesn’t seem to recognize
AIDS as an immediate threat.
Making the disease remote, the
current statistics of reported

see AIDS, Page 11

Bleeding for Charity: Reflections on Givine Blood
by, J M I E NEWLAND
It’s kind of a guilt thing at
first, you know that you
should, but you also know it’s
going to hurt. Whether or not
you actually take the plunge
and consent to give away a portion of your lifeblood is a function of how well your guilt
glands (or charity glands, if
you happen to be a legitimately nice person) are working.
In any case, when you arrive
at the donation center, you’re
handed a number and must
wait to be tested for blood
pressure and iron. In the
meantime, a volunteer takes
your termperature with a
disposable thermometer.
Everything is impeccably

sterile, from the nurses to the
needles. (Yes, there are needles
involved, and yes they will go
into you, but not till later).
Also remember that these
needles are brand new. You
don’t have to worry about exposure to the AIDs virus.
After they punch your
finger for the iron test (I have
to tell you, that fmger-puncher
hurts more than the actual insertion of the needle), they
take your blood pressure and
re-ask some of the questions
on your release to make sure
you’re telling the truth. Then
you’re in line to be bled.
Once you’ve taken your
place on a table, a nurse (a
pleasant soul, as nurses are
wont to be) decides which vein

is “best.” This may not sound
too important, but the horror
stories you hear usually come
from people with poor veins.
At any rate, if you happen to
have good veins, the nurse will
usually remark on how good
your veins are. Try not to be
too smug about your veins,
unless the nurse points out
your swell veins to another
nurse, in which case, be as
smug as you want.
Once your good vein has
been found, the nurse will rub
some nasty-looking yellow
stuff on your arm, swiftly
followed by nasty-looking
orange stuff, which is allowed
to dry, forming the yellow stain
that is the badge of all true
blood donors.

Then it’s time to get down

to brass tacks or, more precise-

ly, stainless- steel needles. Yes,
that’s right, it’s skinpuncturing time! All you
squeamish people out there
keep reading! When they actually stick the needle in, the
sensation is more like being
pinched than anything else. If
you are squeamish, don’t look
now because if you do you’ll
see a needle sticking out of
your arm. Not a pleasant
sight, but the nurse promptly
covers it up with a piece of
gauze so the only thing left to
concentrate on is bleeding.
They give you a tight roll of
paper towel to squeeze to keep
blood flowing into the bag,
and that feels like the pinch

again, ut like most unpleasant things, the less you think
about it, the less unpleasant it
becomes.
After an average of about 10
minutes, YOU have bled your
pint and the needle is removed. YOU might think that this
would hurt as much as inserting it, but if you’re not looking, it doesn’t feel like
anything at all. After the needle is out, you have to hold up
Your arm for about five
minutes, holding a piece of
gauze against the small hole in
your arm. This doesn’t cause
any pain to the arm you just
gave blood from, but the other
one may just fall asleep.
see BWOD, page 11
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PRICE BREAKER
***BRINGING IT
TOGETHERf**

Come to an American Studies Open House
on Wednesday, April 13 at 3:30 p.m.
in the Zamparelli Room
Mayer Campus Center
Talk to American Studies faculty;
alumnae, and majors

CALL 629-2400
ANDORDERAHOT
DELICIOUS PIZZA
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR
- -. .

i
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I
I
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WITHIN 30 MINUTES
OR $3.00 OFF
W r n l h u pmlrrrin#

:

Limited Delivery Area

I
I

,

I

!
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Drivers Carry less than $20.00

:!

HAPPY
HOUR
SPEC'AL
[mon-tue]

I

LARGEPIZZAPLUS

I

1 TOPPING AND 2 FREE
COKES AND FREE
DELIVERY

'

:
:

I
I
I

Presentation of a
Ted Shapiro Memorial Grant Project
Light Refreshments served

I

I

;
I

BEST QUALITY AND SERVICE

I

ONLY
--*

I
I

6 99

LCL

cCCL C

I
*

BE A HOST ADVISORI

I

!

POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR
ZONE RESOURCE PEOPLE

INTERNATIOMA L STUDENT
ORJEMTdTION PROGRAM

# Students living in Small/Special Interest Houses who
are interested in the 6 positions available for 1988-89
should pick up an application at the Housing Office from
9-5.
The zone resource person acts as a liason between
the Housing/Dean's office and the Small/SpecialInterest
houses. The zone resource person also distributes and
posts information as well as assists with dormitory
openings and closings.
Applications are due at the Housing Office before
5:OO p.m. on Friday, May 13, 1988.
If you have any further questions, please call the
Housing Office at 381-3248, or Veronica Carter at
38 1-3028.
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Colors is Drab
by CLINT MURPHY
The Los Angeles Police
Department and the Los
AngeIes Sheriffs Department
each has a gang crime division.
The Police Department’s division is called CRASH, Community Resourcess Against
Street Hoodlums. The Sheriffs
Division is called OSS, Operation Safe Street.
The combined anti-gang
force numbers 250 men and
women. In the greater Los
Angeles area, there are approximately 600 street gangs with
over 70,000 members. Last
year, there were 387 gang
related killings county-wide.
This is the backdrop against
which the new movie Colors,
directed by Dennis Hopper, is
set. CRASH the movie tells
us, is an attempt to make the
police force more flexible and
calls for teams of two cops to
patrol
the
inner-city
neighborhoods in unmarked
cars, but in uniform.
Sean Penn and Robert
D u d play two CRASH division cops who are out on the
Los Angeles streets helplesss-

ly trying to conttol the ever-increasing gang violence.
Duvall, as Bob Hodges, is a
veteran who knows the s’treeets
and has gained the grudging
respect of many of the gang
members while Penn, as Danny McGavin, is the new hot-shot cop who naively wants to
take the gangs head-on. Thus,
Penn and Duvall are battling
each other while they
simultaneously battle the
gangs.
The film also tries hard to
understand the
gangs
themselves. To the kids on the
streets, gangs represent status
and social life, not to mention
the income they make from
the sale of drugs. The gangs
(two are portrayed in the
movie, one mostly black and
one mostly Chicano) live by a
strict honor code that often
leads to conflict and violence.
The members calmly use Uzis
and hand grenades to protect
their honor, while in many
cases they carelessly kill innocent bystanders.
Colors is very ambitious in
the way it tries to show both
sides of the gang problem, yet

Colors depicts gang violence but fails to provide much insight.
it is not altogether satisfying.
The problem may be with the
subject itself. Gang violence is
senseless, the movie knows
that. But all we get is a portrayal of the problem. All the
possible anwers are raised and
shot down.
Much of this sentiment
comes to a head in a scene
where the cops meet to discuss

Chapman Satisfies His Fans
by HELEN KENNEDY

I

The crowd was his long before Graham Chapman took
the stage Thursday night at
IMacPhie.
He arrived a few minutes
after a riotous screening of
the cult classic Monty Python’s Life of Brian, during
which most of the audience
quoted the dialogue along
with the actors.
Chapman, one of the best
known members of the English comedy troupe Monty
Python, opened his set with a
request for “30 seconds of
abuse,” explaining that it
made him feel “more comfortable and relaxed.”
While most of the audience
simply began yelling at the
top of their lungs, those in the
know had come prepared.
They hurled a variety of objects, ranging from slices of
tomatoes to frisbees to condoms to pink marshmallow
Easter duckies. Other projectiles included the obligatory
can of Spam, a box of Graham
crackers and mysteriously, a
bottle of valve oil.
This rather offbeat beginning set the tone for Chap
man’s presentation. He
dusted himself off, sat on a
stool and began to ramble
over a variety of subjects.
He spoke calmly, reasonably, in measured tones, and
his low-key delivery, coupled
with his Cambridge accent,
lent an added air of absurdity

to the outrageous stories he
had to tell.
Chapman’s informal and
chatty performance was comprised almost entirely of
anecdotes, m y of which he
illustrated with film clips.

ded up joining a few qf the
club members on a climbing
expedition. While it wasn’t
an especially difficult climb,
Chapman explained that the
mountain was 20,000 feet
high and that “oxygen was a

the problem with concerned
citizens. The meeting ends in
a shouting match and nothing
gets accomplished. This is also
typical of the way the movie
deals with the problem: it’s
just too big and frustrating.
Seemingly, there is absolutely
no way to deal with it, which
is discouraging. Often it seems
that there is nothing the cops
can do but let the gangs take
care of the problems in their
own violent way.
Penn and Duvall give good
performances, but their
charicters are stale. We have
seen them in countless moyies
before: the hardened veteran at
odds with the cocky
newcomer. What makes it even
worse is that their rocky relationship doesn’t particularly
add anything to the f h . It’s
just like any other cop show
cliche.
What Colcys does do well is
portray the gang world. When

the movie is at its best, it
submerges us into the world of
gangs. All the locations and
language seem perfect. The
movie’s strong commitment to
realism even went as far as hiring real gang members as
extras.
Dennis Hopper, who
directed the influential pop
classic Easy Rider, has a good
eye for inner-city locations and
he certainly knows how to use
music in a f h . The soundtrack is full of driving rap
tunes that help create the
movie’s harsh violent mood.
Colors is interesting when it
shows the inner workings of
the gangs. But the central relationship between Penn and
Duvall is a boring disappointment and, in the end, the only message that the movie provides is that there are no easy
answers to the senseless,
violent gang problem. Didn’t
we already know that?

Graham Speaks
by ADAM CONN

The following interview with
Graham Chapman took place
on Thursday,April 7.

Graham Chapman describes skiing in a gondola && &e
Dangerous Sports Club.
the lot was his description of a
Club members don’t believe
club into which he had rein things like getting acclimacently been drafted.
tized. They would rather do it
After an article was printed
with the headache. ”
mentioning that he enjoyed
Chapman escaped Ecuador
mountain climbing, Chapin one piece but continued to
be fascinated by the club. He
man explained that “I had a
phone call from a man who
described the club’s winter
said he was the chairman of
event in which he later partiThe Dangerous Sports Club
cipated.
and he wondered if I would
“It’s a downhill event, on
skiis, and there has to be
like to go hang gliding over
active volcanos, in Ecuador. ’’
something interposed between yourself and the skiis
Chauman related that he
so that control is impossible.
declined that ‘particular offer,
see CHAPMAN, page 15
but became intrigued and en-

Daily: On your new TV pilot for CBS, you were originally going to play a cnmeo role.
Now you are going to co-star
as the older companion for
the displaced American boy.
Why the change, who is the
boy playing opposite you, and
what is your role like?
Chapman: The boy playing
opposite me is called Chris
Young. He played a role in
the Max Headroom series.
Well, yes, I was going to play
a minor role perhaps occasionally and I was going to
look after the writing.
It is only a pilot after all it might never get any further. You know these things.
And I suppose if either CBS
or the public like it, I s u p

pose, we’ll find out in May if
we are going to write no
more, six more, 12 more, or
20 more. It’ll be interesting,
then. But I’m hoping to enjoy
the thing. I’m pretty satisfied
with what I’ve seen.
The role I play is - in the
first episode - I’m a kind of
almost retired knight in the
medieval times. In a way, actually, he’s a guide through
some adventures for the
younger man. In future e p
isodes and one short section
of this it does move into a
different time period - in
each time period the knight
figure that I play is almost
like a bit of a father figure or
tutor or whatever you’d like
to call him. Once the pupil
becomes king, he [Chapman’s character] becomes a
little like Merlin. The producer approached me with

-

see INTERVIEW, Page 16
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continuedfrom page 1
who teaches H&ry 192A,
said that he felt the first
spacebridge was very informative, but agreed that the
second one moved along
much better.
At the first link-up, Y.B.
Khariton gave a long history
of Soviet nuclear development, starting with
events in the 1920s. Khariton, who directed the Soviet
nuclear weapons laboratory,
was described by Sherwin as
the “pillar of the Soviet nuclear program.’’
“[Khariton] went on forever,” one student said.
Sherwin pointed out that
many of the Soviet panelists
at the first spacebridge had
never made public appearances, even in the Soviet Union.
One teaching assistant,
Dan Horner, said that there
were limitations on what
could be discussed at spacebridges, but that information
revealed could be pursued
after the link-ups.
“I think there was still a
problem with getting very
general answers to specific
questions, but I think that
might be a problem that is
endemic to this event. There
is no opportunity for extra
follow-up that one would
[have] at some other forum,”

Horner said.
Sherwin said that he had
seen all of, or large segments
of. 12 other macebridges
” and
felt that the ines he was running were more substantive.
He noted that he did have a
bias.
“These are a real advance
on the concept of spacebridging,” he said.
Sherwin said that there
were differences between the
first and second spacebridges.
“ T h i s o n e was very
different. These are current
issues that are on the table,”
he said.
Sherwin added thatthe first
spacebridge, which covered
the development of early
American and Soviet nuclear
programs, was more historical in nature.

1
1

the people on the other side
think about a subject, I think
the first one was marvelous,”
Sherwin said.
He added that he had talked with the producers of the
spacebridge about ways to
improve the program.
Sherwin said that he expected the next spacebridge on
the Cuban Missile Crisis to be
a more “systematic .discussion” than the last spacebridges.
Sherwin said that next
semester his History 105
class, ‘‘America in the Nuclear Age,” would use two
spacebridges. The first one,

~

in October, will discuss the
cultural and psychological
impact of the Cold War. The
second will be held after the
presidential election and will
deal with arms control during
the Reagan and Gorbachev
years and what future policies
will be.
Sherwin said that Tufts still
had to arrange funding for the
program to continue. He said
that Tufts does not pay for
the Soviets’ production costs.
He said that future spacebridges would deal with other
issues including the environment and international
economics. Sherwin said that

he hoped that the environment would be discussed
first because Tufts has a
’
strong environmental studies
._._
program.
Sherwin added that the
subject of the spacebridges
was also dependent on what
courses the Soviets were
teaching at Moscow State.
Sherwin also said that he
hoped to open the spacebridge sessions to students at
other New England universities. H e declined to
name schools under consideration because none had been
contacted about the Drogram
yet.
Y

- -
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“I don’t ;hi& there were
problems with the first one,”
Sherwin said, explaining that
it depended on the standards
used to judge the spacebridges.
“ I f you’re using t h e
snap-snap, gangbuster TV
kind of criteria, [the spacebridge] will never make it. If
what you’re interested in is
trying to get a sense of what

exams. Keynote speaker will be Alex P. Keaton of
Farni/y Ties. His lecture is entitled, “Greed: A
Religious Experience.” Jeff Hamond of M and M’s
will be addressing the benefits of red dye no. 3.
Also, Danielle Camner will be in at the Talloires
meeting, so everyone come and we’ll make fun of
her.

lbw England

Ragtime Ensemble

*

Music Director

Gunther Schuller

*

In a program of music by
Scott Joplin,
Eubie Blake,
Jelly Roll Morton
and other giants of the Ragtime and Dixieland eras.

DINNER SPECIALS
MONDAY

.......................................

Taco Dinner
A single Taco: beef, chicken o r bean served with .
Spanish r i c e and salad.
.- .

3.00

. .

ruEsDAY

...........................

5.00

........................................

4.05

D . B . Q . Pork Rib Dinner
Teir:?er m a t y country ribs basted with uur‘“&xas
R . U . Q . sance then roasted, served with f r i e s & salad.

‘ WEDNESDAY
\Viw Special
Iluv 1 2 Wings and get 2 4 , served with celery & hleu
chccsc dressing. Your choice of ndld, medium o r
suicidal.

THURSDAY

“The rags were subtle, witty, celebratory,
world-weary, and excitable: all of them left you
full of joy, proud to be here and now, and lucky
to be an American.”
Richard Dyer, The Boston Globe
I

I

Wednesday, April 13 at 8 p.m.
Cohen Auditorium
Tickets. $5..for Tufts, $7. for general admission.
Prior sale at reception desk at Ballou.
Sponsored
by the Office of theAcademic Vice President
-John Gingrich
PO. Box 1515,
Management, Inc. New York, New

York 10023, 21U799-5080

.............................

Stcxk on a Stick Dinncr
Tender sirloin tips marinated in our special,sduce,
scrved with Spanish rice and salad.

4.18

FRIDAY
%llJCI‘

Bul&o

......................................

4.50

A l a r g e flour tortilla filled with hcans, cheddar cheese,
chili 61 your choice of spicy-shredded hcef o r chicken
covcrsd with salsa X. garnishcd with lettuce, tbnntoes,
sour cream C hwacamolc. Scrvcd piping hot.

~ATURDAY&SUNDAY

.............................

Chicl, on n Stich Dinncr
UrCRst o f chicken, marinated in o u r scvret sauucc,
skcwcrcd and grilled.. Served with Spanish Rice h Salncl.

4.50
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LOVE

continued from page 2
to study again, are you?” You
reply that you don’t have any
big plans - you’re just going
to mess around.
They continue talking about
their dates and plans.
Whenever you can, you smile,
nod your head and joke with
them about love and sex so
they won’t be suspicious.
You think about your friend,
whom you’ve been seeing for

three months. You wish you
could tell your roommate and
friends about the good times
you’ve had, and how it feels to
be in love. But you don’t say
anything.
They finally leave. You take
a shower, dress, and meet in
front of the dorm.
Although you are really glad
to see each other, you can’t
hug or kiss each other. You

just smile and say hello.
After dinner, you decide to
see a movie. You both wanted
to go to the dance at school,
but since you can’t dance
together in public you opt for
a movie. At least in the movie
theater, you get to sit beside
each other although you can’t
touch.
You wish there were some
.place you could go- and be

together. You wish that you
could tell the world about your
love, but you’reeafraid that
you’ll get disowned, or your
friend won’t talk with you, or
you won’t get the job you want
- and all you’re doing is loving this person.
This is what lesbians, gays,
and bisexuals go through every
day of their lives. We must
claim ourselves and tell them

because, if we don’t, they will
assume that we are straight.
They are forcing me to tell
them I am lesbian because if
I don’t they will continue to
deny my existence and oppress
me. Their continuation of my
oppression does not seem right
or moral and it certainly is not
the “right alternative.”
Morva McDonald, J ’89

attitudes than heterosexuals,
just like people of different
religion or color do. Gays don’t
deserve different treatment
unless the enactment of their
beliefs directly infringes upon
someone else’s rights, which it
rarely does. The abundant new
evidence which shows that
homosexuality may be
genetically caused is just

another reason for us to
withhold our prejudices; color and sex are also genetically
determined, and many people
are trying to become “aware”
and steer themselves away
from sexism and racism.
Perhaps we should start to do
the same for homosexual prey
judice as well.
I don’t mean to say that

homosexuals want sympathy
(which they certainly don’t); I
just think that what one does
behind closed doors is one’s
own business and people
should not be treated differently because of it.
Hopefully, Ashley attended
Saturday’s symposium on
homophobia.
M. Jeff Hamond, A ’89

HOMOPHOBIA
continued from page 2
locker room because, and I
paraphrase, he believes God intended for them to be an inferior sex brought to Earth to
serve man. He’s entitled to his
opinion, as backward and
unacceptable as it may be to
most of us.
Discrimination against gays
is analagous to someone coming up to Ashley (or myself, for

that matter), and saying “I am
disgusted by Jewish people
because they believe in one
God,” or “I hate Jews because
they’re ShgY:’ Or even “I hate
Jews because they get more
days off from school than us”
(It happened to me). As trite
as these examples sound, it’s
still prejudice.
Homosexuals have different

e
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Women’s Lacrosse

Women’s Lacrosse Stuns Trinity
Lowe, Bergstein Key 15-5 Victory

by DAVID RmHENSTEIN

It was supposed to be one of
the biggest games of the
season, and it certainly lived
up to its billing. At least it did
for the Jumbos.
T h e Tufts Women’s
Lacrosse team was coming into the game undefeated at 3-0,
with decisive wins, while its
opponent Trinity was also
undefeated at 2-0. The two
teams didn’t play each other
last year due to the weather
and rescheduling problems.
Yet they were old rivals. The
Jumbos and Bantams were
ready to play each other, with
the winner getting an early
jump on the ECAC title
chances.
But the close, suspenseful

game that everyone expected
.never materialized. Playing

under beautiful blue skies and
sunny weather this past Saturday afternoon, Tufts came out
and surprised everyone (maybe
even itself) by utterly
dismantling a stunned Trinity
squad, 15-5. The impressive
victory raised the Jumbos’
record to 4-0 and has given
them a huge amount of
momentum going into this
crucial week of play.
Trinity came out enthusiastically and ready to
play, and Jumbo junior goalie
Sheryl Bergstein was tested
early on in the game. She and
the rest of the defense were
definitely up to the task,
however, and were able to hold
Trinity scoreless for the first 16

Men’s Tennis

Two in a Row
by MARC LEFF
Coming off a tough loss at
the hands of Boston College,
the Tufts Men’s Tennis team
took the courts last Wednesday to prove two things
against the Lord Jeffs of Amherst. First, that Tuesday’s
close match against the Eagles
of Division I BC was more
than a fluke; that the Jumbos
were a legitamte contender.
Secondly, that last year’s 5-4
loss against Amherst would
not be repeated.
So when the Jumbos came
away with an impressive 7-2
win over the Lord Jeffs, they
did more than even their reconrd at 1-1. They proved
that they were for real.
“I thought they played
really well,” exclaimed coach
Jim Watson. “They re-

They were two tough matches
back to back.”
At number one singles,
David Ober opened up the
scoring with an impressive
7-6, 6-4 win over Doug Hali
of Amherst. Ober fought off
two set points in the first set
against his agressive opponent. “It was cold. I was tight
and it was tough to set a
rhythm out there,” commented Ober. “I had to struggle
to win. ”
James Goldman, playing at
the number two spot, scored
Tufts’ second two-set victory
of the day, a 7-6,6-3 win over
Lyle Wilson. “He mixes the
pace so well that it just kept
the guy off balance, ”exclaimed Watson.
Third seed Steve Marsella
suffered an unfortuante 6-4.
7-6 loss to Dan Rube. Mar&

After losing their opening match of the season, 5-4, to Division I BC, the Jumbos have won two consecutive matches.
covered so well after losing
lla, playing his usual aggressuch a close match to Boston
sive style, simply couldn’t
College. To rebound emoovercome Rube’s powerful
tionallv and play so well
strokes. “He played aggresagains; a team h a t bet us last
see TENNIS, Page 19
year for the first time is great.

minutes.
Bergstein, in particular, had
a phenomenal game, making
numerous tough saves that
stymied the Bantams, and also
executed some powerful clearing passes that were important
in helping her teammates
sneak past the defense for
some easy goals.
Meanwhile, at the other end
of the field, her teammates
were beginning to click offensively and were able to give the
defense some breathing room
to work with.
It took a few minutes, Tufts
managed to pick apart the
Bantams’ defense totally and
opened up a huge lead that it
was not about to relinquish.
The first goal came at 20:26,
when junior Laura Manning
drove in from the left side and
powered an unassisted goal into the Trinity net. Just under
two minutes later, attacker
Stephanie Bower, who set up
her teammates beautifully all
day, fed senior co-captain
Sarah Richardson in front of
see WLAX, page 12

Melissa Lowe headed the Jumbos’ I‘ax attack in Saturday’s
15-5 victory against Trinity.

Outdoor
-- -_. Track
___

Maine Won’t be Vacationland
Jumbos Set for NESCAC Teams After Fitchburg Inv.
by RANDALL BUDD
The Fitchburg St. Invitational, a non-scoring development meet, was meant
to determine both the Men’s
and Women’s Track team
lineups as they begin the 1988
outdoor season for real in
Maine next weekend.
And under skies which
rapidiy changed from overcast to beautiful and sunny
(albeit quite windy), chances
for determining the strengths
of both teams, like the skies,
also became much brighter
and clearer.
The Men’s team, which has
really been hit hard by some
key injuries, had a much better day at Fitchburg than at
last week’s meet. Injuries to
freshmen Marcus P j o r and
Alex Sherwin have hurt the
team in the &Om distances
and relays.
Another freshman, Joel
Rich, has been bothered by
knee and leg problems and
thus has not been able to
compete the last two weeks.
His participation in next
week’s meet at Bowdoin
against the Polar Bears and
Colby is questionable.
However, coach Connie
Putnam must have been
pleased with the return of

zen and Kearney, these
heights, which were exceptional due to to the gusty
crosswinds in the runway,
were PR’s (personal records).
Nobi Yamaki and freshman
Tom Guglielmo once again
owned the Fitchburg track
during the 400m intermediate
hurdles. They finished 1-2 for
the second straight week and
are less than two seconds
away from the NCAA qualifying standard.
Two individuals performed
well in multiple events. Mark
Herlihy won the 1500m
(4:OO.g) and took sixth in the
5000m (1529.9). This was
the first time Herlihy has ever
run the 5000m race. Freshman Bob Hammond took
third places in both the hammer throw (43m) and the discus (35.09m).
Women Run Well Despite
Injuries
Coach Branwen King’s
Women’s team had an excellent day, even though the
squad has also suffered some
key injuries to its roster.
Sprinters Karon McCollin
(tendonitis) and Khisha Pratt
(flu) were out and pentathlete
Phyllis Deery had a sore foot.
c Even All-American Nancv
Benson did not compete duk
Sophomore Karen Pearce.
sek TRACK, page 17

hammer thrower Andy Rockett. Sidelined for most of the
indoor season with a shoulder
injury, the junior won the
event with a throw of 49m.
That throw qualified him for
the NCAAs at Carleton College in Minnesota (Rockett
tied the qualifying mark),
which m a r k s t h e t h i r d
straight trip he will make to
the Outdoor Nationals.
The men did well in the
pole vault, taking second.
t h r o u g h f o u r t h places.
Freshman Drew Hazen (12-6,
fewer misses) led the way, followed by juniors David
Reyna (12-6) and Brian
Kearney (12-0). For both Ha-

C
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A Winning Weekend
Jumbos Beat E. Nazarene, MIT
saders in the field for nearly
an hour.
This game brought to mind
On a sub-40 degree day,
the old lopsided matchups bestanding in the field for an
tween the teams of Charlie
hour down by six thousand
Brown and Peppermint Paruns is about as heartwarming
tty. There was the picture of
as sunbathing in Murmansk.
the Eastern Nazarene picther
This was a game for all of
helplessly watching almost
213 of an inning. After Mike
his every pitch travel to the
Theodore was retired on a
outer reaches of Medford.
foul pop-up for the second
There was the picture of the
out of the home half of the
Jumbos playing musical
first inning, batting practice
bases. And there was the picbegan.
t u r e of t h e f a t i g u e d
Dan O’NeiIl continued his
scorekeeper pulling down one
hitting tear by lining the first
number and reaching for an- of his three hits, a single to
other the umpteenth time.
right, sending Tom Walsh,
Eastern Nazarene batters could do nothing but watch Steve Amyouny’s pitches Friday as they
In the Jumbos’ home- who had singled earlier, to
sailed in for strikes.
opener Friday, many a “good
third.
--grief’ came from the mouths
Billy Canon broke up the
Softball
of the Eastern Nazarene 0-0 pitching duel by.. .well,
pitching tandem of Dave cannoning a tremendous
Johnson and Bill Gessell, as round-tripper to left.
they watched Tufts batters
After Mike Kratochwill folrake them for 18 hits and four
lowed Canon with a single,
homeruns en route to a 19-1 Matt Guanci (2-for-4, 3 RBI)
rout.
be mental preparation or just
and Roger Grenier (also
mented, “We never got goby DAN SCHORR
As far as Tufts’ offense was
that we’re a little tight, but
ing. It was cold and we, both
2-for-4,3 RBI) drilled succesWhile Torn Ticket I1 put
concerned, the score was the
we are not making errors or
literally and figuratively,
sive RBI doubles to identical
on a wonderful spring musionly thing that was any
anything that would reflect us
never got warmed up.’’
spots in left-centerfield.
different from previous
being nervous.”
The Jumbos pressed the cal t h i s w e e k e n d , t h e
Co-captain Kelly Burke,
games. Roped shots have
As Tufts went down one,
rewind button in the second Women’s Softball team’s
who had no trouble getting
game
against
Clark
Universibeen the rule, not the exceptwo,
three in the second and
inning, continuing to launch
warmed up because she has
tion, for Jumbo batters all
third inning, Clark doubled
been on fire lately, singled off
rockets to all corners of the ty Friday was its own shop of
spring. Unfortunately, ropes
the score to 4-0as Latvis and
field. Tufts’ homerun binge horrors. Similar to the huGrimm to start things off.
catcher Lisa Lengieza contirdo not necessarily imply
Tufts followed with two sinproduced two more dingers, a man-eating plant Audrey 11,
basehits and runs.
ibuted to the Tufts deficit.
gles by Meredith Wood and
two-run shot by Theodore the hitting and fielding of
With two outs, the catchers
“If you keep hitting the
Julie Bernell before catcher
(3-for-5, 3 RBI) and a three- Clark centerfielder “Pee
double was the big blow.
ball hard, you’re going to
Kirstin Losert popped out to
run blast by Jim Downing Wee’’ Latvis devoured the
Jumbos,
as
she
led
her
team
Once
again in the fourth, the
have days like this eventuaend the threat and end the inthat landed somewhere in the
Clark duo was partly responlly,” explained coach John
ning.
vicinity of Davis Square. The to a 7-0 shutout.
The setting was perfect for
sible for three runs that stretCasey. “Against Brandeis, we
Clark, a team which did not
Jumbos capped their scoring
ched the lead to seven.
hit the ball even harder than
impress Herman that much,
with seven more runs in the a horror film. On this cold,
The Jumbos challenged in
we did today.’’
scored two runs to the delight
fifth, highlighted by 0’- rainy, dreary day, it was fitting that the six foot Clark
the fifth and seventh, but
Look up the synonyms fo
of the home crowd. On three
Neill’s two-run homer.
could not garner any runs. In
the word “crunch’’ i n
singles and a walk, Clark hit
While the Jumbo offense pitcher’s name was Gretchen
it
was
for
Grimm.
And
grim
the fifth it was once again
Roget’s Thesarus and you
Jumbo pitcher Kate van
was playing teeball, Steve
the
Jumbos,
as
they
left
the
Burke who picked up a
might gain a small underKeuren
from
the
start.
In
Amyouny was turning in andouble (the only extra base
standing of just how devastateach of the Jumbos three preother strong stint on the bases loaded three times and
hit on the day for Tufts), but
ing this rout was. In the first
vious games, the competition
mound. The senior righty were retired in order twice
during
the
game.
was
tagged out in a rundown
two innings alone, the Jumhad
scored
on
the
Jumbos
in
upped his record to 3-0, givCoach Kris Herman comon the ensuing play when the
bos rapped out 12 runs and 12
the first inning. Herman said
ing up only three hits and one
iits while keeping the Crushe “realized that also, and I
unearned run in five innings
see SOFTBALL, page 21
don’t know what it is. It may
before giving way to Chris
The
Season
Juhring and Sean Barror to
Women’s Softball
The Season
finish up.
Men’s Baseball
“Steve has been tough all
Current Record.. ............... .3-3
h
season,” said Casey. “He had
Last
Year .........................
2-4
h r e n t Record.. ................2-2
good stuff today and he made
Last Year ......................... 1-3
Nazarene swing the bat.”
Bridgewater 11.....,TUFTS 9 (9)
Too bad Johnson and Gessell
TUFTS 9.....Framingham St. 7
Wesleyan 10.. ..........TUFTS 8
forced the Jumbos to do the
TUFTS 18 .........;.......Regis 2
Brandeis 4.. .............TUFTS 3
e r Weelrend R e s u l t s
same.
Clark 7 ...................TUFTS 0
RJFTS 19
E. Nazarene 1
TUFTS 5..
.Brandeis4
TUFTS 9...................
6.MIT
Brandeis
8..
............
.TUFTS 7
April 11................. .vs. Suffolk
S 395 Northeastern410 BU 41

by CHRIS STONE

--

Taking Only One of Three

Split Doubleheader With Brandeis but Crushed by Clark

u

........

April 12..................at Harvard
April 14 ........................
at BC
April 16 ...........vs. Williams (2:
April 18 ...........at Northeasterr
April 20 ................. .vs. BU (2:
April 23 ..............vs. Trinity (2:
April 25 ....................
.vs. WPI
April 26.. ................vs. Babsor
April 29 .................. .vs. ColbJ
April 30 ...........vs. Bowdoin (2:
May 2 ..................vs. Brandei!

...

............

April 12.. .................at Babson
April 14 ...................at Trinity
April 16.............at Wheaton (2)
April 19.. ................vs. Suffolk
.vs. BU
April 2 1.. ....................
April 22 .....................
at Smith
April 25. .........at Merrimack (2)
April 26 ................vs. Harvard
April 29 .................. .vs. Colby
April 30 ...........vs. Bowdoin (2)
May 2 . . ......................
at Bates

MEET THE CANDIDATES
FOR
SENATE, TCUJAnd CSL
POSITIONS

Monday April 1 l t h on the Library Roof

During Open block ( 1 1 :30 am)
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AIDS

continued from page 3
cases don’t placehekrosexuals
in high risk categories.
Younger students seem to
believe that their chances are
not great if they have partners
their own age, who they think
are less likely to be exposed.
AIDS is a disease of behavior;
it may sound promiscuous but
as Alan Grieco, an STD expert
from Winter Park, Florida,
says, “When you go to bed
with someone, you go to bed
with everyone they’ve gone to
bed with.”
One student said, “I don’t
really think about getting
AIDS or STDs. We get all this
information, but it doesn’t
pertain to me. I’m not really
active and I’ve never been with
a ‘bi’ or drug user. Pregnancy

is more of an issue. If I don’t
have a condom on me, I don’t
want to go get one, even if it
is in the dorm. It’d break the
moment, plus I don’t want to
insult someone. Having them
think I think they have a
disease would ruin it.”
Interestingly, experts say
that conservativism is coming
back to American universities.
They say it’s partly a reaction
to the prominence of casual sex
in the ’60s and ’70s.
Monogamy and abstinence are
becoming preferable as some
people realize that having sex
with many partners is unfulfilling. This growing conservatism also has to do with
the risk of STDs, they feel.
“AIDS is no longer the con-

cern of any one segment of
society,” said Koop. “It is the
concern of us all. N o ,
American’s life is in danger if
he/she or their sexual partners
do not engage in high risk sexual behavior or use shared
needles or syringes to inject illicit drugs into the body.”
Sources say that the chances
of contracting AIDS can be
lowered by reducing the
number of sexual partners and
knowing your partner(s) well.
During sex, people should try
to avoid the exchange of body
fluids (iei vaginal/anal intercourse, oral sex) andd injury.
A laytex condom and water-based spermicide should be
used. Alcohol and drugs
should not be used. Razors,

WEEKEND
WARRIOR!

toothbrushes, tweezers, and
needles should not be shared.
- * Symptoms of the AIDS
virus include a combination of
‘any of the following: high
fever, night sweats, severe
weight loss, swollen lymph
glands, fatigueltiredness, diarrhea,
and/or
unusual
blemishes in the mouth. The
examination for AIDS includes an antibody test that
detects antibodies to the AIDS
virus as well as the presence of
opportunistic diseases. Not
everyone who is carrying HIV
will have a positive test. This
exam can be done at Tufts
Health Services or in Boston
with total confidentiality.
No curative treeatments for
AIDS, ARC or HIV have been
found yet and a vaccine is not
reasonably e x p e e d to be
available to the public before
1990. Vaccine research using
diverse approaches is well
underway and is being tested
currently. Treatments do exist
for opportunistic diseases
which HIV predisposes. This
includes
antibiotics,
chemotherapy, and a number
of experimental techniques.
Mary Sturtevant, director of
Tufts Health Education Program, believes that “it is
critical to maintain communication with the community.. .It is our minimal
responsibility to provide information on AIDS.”

Informational sessions have
taken place on campus in the
form of lectures, guest
speakers, and meetings in the
dorms. Last October the
Health Education Program
sponsored AIDS Awareness
Week. As a part of Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Pride
Month, Tufts Lesbian and Gay
Community will hold a symposium entitled, “AIDS in
Perspective” on the 13th.
April has also been declared
National STD Awareness
Month. Other sources of information on AIDS and STDs at
Tufts include the Counseling
Center, the Community
Health Program, the Women’s
Center, and the Chaplaincy.
Numerous Tufts professors in
various departments are working AIDS education into their
syllabi.
Tufts University is working
hard to fulfill the expectations
of the academic community.
The services exist, the information is being dispensed, and
the resources are available. We
just have to take advantage of
them in order to educate
ourselves.
As Koop said, “AIDS is
preventable. It can be controlled by changes in personal
behavior. It is the responsibility of every citizen to be informed about AIDS and to exercise the appropriate preventive measures.’’

KOSHER
continued from page 2there would have been a sufficient demand for these products; therefore, I can only
assume that the needs of the
Jewish students were simply
ignored. If this was a business
decision, it was an exceptionally poor one.
I commend Tufts Dining
Services for providing kosher
for Passover foods in the dining halls at every meal.
Although this, alone, did not
solve the problem of the lack
of concern for, or awareness of,
non-Christian students at

Tufts, I was comforted in
knowing that at least one
group considered our needs.
I urge all of you who
were/are bothered by this
“forgetfulness” on the part of
these managers to write a short
letter to them, expressing your
feelings on this matter. Perhaps
an awareness of the great
number of Jewish students on
this campus might prompt
these stores that “cater to the
Tufts community” to truly
consider the members of this
community next year.

BLOOD
contiiiedfrom page
-~

3
The final part of the experience may be the worst, as
you are served the worst
orange juice in the world and
required to sit at the table long
after you’ve gotten your sticker
and eaten your Chiparoos and
Cheezums. They ask you to
drink lots of fluids, eat your
supper, take it easy that night,
and keep your Band-Aid on for
six hours. After that time you are left

with a time scab with a life expectancy of about one day and
a yellow stain, and a warm
feeling.
I know that sounds corny,
but charity does that to you.
You come out of the donation
center feeling like Jimmy
Stewart in It’s a Wnderful L$e;
like you made a difference.
And if you give blood you are
making a difference. That’s
kinda ;ice, doncha think?
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WLAX

continued from page 8 -the Bantam gaol for a 2-0 Jumbo lead.
At this point, the Trinity attackers had several promising
opportunities to score and
keep the game close, but once
again the defense, led by the
other co-captain, Jennifer Lee,
held strong. Cathy Beldotti,
Nancy Collins, and Cathy
Healy were also impressive on
defense, totally shutting down
their respective attackers and
also helping to bring the ball
downfield for their attackers.
Then lightning struck again,
as Melissa Lowe, Richardson,
and then Manning all scored
on individual moves down the
middle and through the
helples Trinity defenders. That
made it 5-0 in Tufts’ favor, and
it gave the Jumbo squad much
confidence to continue its offensive assault on Trinity goalie
Elizabeth McKee.
But it also forced the Ban.tam defense to start coming up
earlier on the ball, in an attampt to steal some passes and
garner some much-needed
easy goals.
Enter Melissa Lowe. Lowe,
a sophomore attacker from
Greenwich, CT, who already
had nine goals on the season,
began to alternate dropping off
on her defender, which dlowed her to sneak behind the ag-

gressive Bantams. This
strategy certainly paid off, as
Lowe ran off a string of three
unanswered goals to break the
game wide open at 8-0. On
each scoring drive, Lowe was
beautifully set up by some
great passing upfield from the
entire team.
Just when it appeared that
Trinity would never be able to
score off Bergstein and the
defense, the Bantams finally
got on the scoreboard at 4:07
of the fmt half with some nice
passing. They added to that
with another goal, this one off
a draw in front of the net, with
under a minute remaining.
But just before that, Lowe
struck again with her f a goal
of the game, on another
breakaway one-on-one drive.
The first half ended, with
Tufts on ht?! favorable end of
the lopsided 9-2 score.
It was obvious that Trinity
was going to have to make
some adjustments in the second half if it wanted a chance
to stage a comeback. But unfortunately for the Bantams,
they just didn’t have the
strength or the time to make
much of a run on the powerful Jumbos.
The Bantams were able to
manage three more goals over
the course of the second half,

one of them coming with just
a few seconds left. But, as had
been the case for the whole
afternoon, the Jumbos performed just a little bit better.
Bower notched two more
‘scores for Tufts, one of them
unassisted at 24:15 and
another on a great bounce pass
at 16:49, as did Manning (at
2:20 and :59, making her the
leading scorer on the team so
far this season, with 17 goals).
In between, freshman Anna
Lisa Gee recorded her seventh
goal of the season, on a great
shot off a draw in front of the
Trinity net. This goal finished
off all of the scoring that
would take place. The game
mercifully ended for Trinity,
with the final score 15-5 in
favor of the undefeated
Jumbos.
- Coach Carol Rappoli was
understandably ecstatic with
her team’s impressive performance. “It was one of the best
wins in the program since I’ve
been here,” she offered, which
is quite an accomplishment
considering she has only suffered two losses in two and a
half years at the helm. “Trinity& a nemesis for us and for
all of our women’s teams, and
i t was great to beat them,
although I expected a closer
game,” Rappoli continued.

As for reasons for the lopsided victory, Rappoli suggested
two major factors: the great
defensive effort, which didn’t
let Trinity penetrate at all; and
the ability of the Jumbo attackers to win the important
draw, which :cled to several
goals. In addition, R a h l i was
very p l e a d with the abof
her squad to “play the best
possible lacrosse. they were
capable of, and also to make
few errors in critical
situations.”
Lowe, for one, agreed with
her coach’s assessment of the
defense. “They were outstanding today,” she enthused,
“They denied them [ T G t y ]
all day and didn’t give them
many chancess at all. It was
the best game of the season sc
far.”
The rest of the team was
equally pleased with the victory. Bower noted that “it was
a great game. We worked hard
on a lot of things in practice,
and e v e w i n g just clicked today. It was a great game for us,
and we’re all really happy with
the win.”
Junior Karin Schott added,
“It was the first real contest for
us this year, and we shut them
down entirely.” But she was
quick to put the game in
perspective, saying that “we

have a lot of big games coming up, including Williams and
Bowdoin.”
But right now, the Women’s
Lacrosse team is riding high
on the wave of a four-game
winning streak and an
undefeated 4-0 m r d . But the
most important statistic may
be that the- Jumbos have
outscored their opponents
thus far by an incredible
margin of 74-2 1, which is an
indication of the powerful offense and defense that the
team possesses.
Rappoli, meanwhile, is
“very optimistic at this point.
Our team has a lot of momentum going into this week, and
this is important for the -middle of the season.” Speaking of
this upcoming week, Tufts will
mvel to Springfield College on
Tuesday, and then it will face
perennial power Williams at
home on Saturday.
It is sometimes hard for a
team to follow up a season in
which it has seemingly accomplished it all, although
right now the Women’s Lax
team doesn’t appear to be having too many problems. Last
year’s team went1 1-1and won
the post-season ECAC Tournament. Could this team
possibly be better? Only time
will tell.
‘
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Will They Cap Off 1988?

by JOEL SUNSHINE
“I couldn’t stand the thought of the
Cardinals going to the playoffs and us
going home when I knew we had the
better team ... Every time I think of
the World Series, I go crazy because I
know what we would have done to the
Twins.
“It would have been great to be part
of a team that won back-to-back
World Series. So now I guess we’ll
have to win the next two. Three out of
four won’t be bad.”
These are the words of Darryl
Strawberry, the New York Mets AllStar rightfielder. They are also the
‘words of many avid Mets fans. They
aren’t negative words, but they are
words of frustration. The best team in
baseball each of the last four years has
only one World Series trophy to show
for it. Is that so bad?
Eight years ago, the new Mets
owners brought in Frank Cashen,
architect of the great Baltimore teams
of the early ~O’S,to build a winner.
Cashed said, “Give me five years.”
Five years later, not only had he built
a winner, but a dynasty.
Dynasty! Many think that is too
strong a word. After all, in that period
of time, they have only won one
World Series.
However, repeating in baseball is
such a rarity that unless you are very
lucky, it can’t be done. Luck means
no injuries and no “career years”
from your competition. The only way

to help your luck is to make yourself
better and decrease the margin of error.
Cashen brought in Keith Hernandez. In 1984, Rick Sutcliffe went 16-1,
Ryne Sandberg was MVP, and the
Mets conceded the division to the
Cubs in late September. So Cashen
brought in Gary Carter. In 1985, the
Cardinals’ Willie McGee and Tommy
Herr, among others, had their career
years, and Strawberry went down for
seven weeks (the Mets were 20-23
without him). Despite all this, the
Mets managed to hang in until the last
six games of the season. New York
needed a sweep in St. Louis to pull
even. Many of us crowded around the
small TV in the Campus Center to
watch Ron Darling duel John Tudor
for nine innings and, of course, leave a
scoreless tie with a no-decision. In the
loth, Strawberry hit a bomb off the
clock at 10:17 p.m. St. Louis time.
Dwight Gooden, we all knew, was automatic in the second game. But our
dreams were shattered in the third
game despite a great performance
from young Rick Aguilera. If Carter’s
hit was just a little higher, we would
have done it. If.
Anyway, despite the fact they lost to
KC in the World Series, the Cards
were the best team in baseball. So Cashen went out and stole Bob Ojeda
from Boston.
In 1986, one of the most dominating
teams in history won their division by

continued page 6
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by STEPHEN CLAY
The kids are alright.
By the time September rolls around,
we’ll find out how alright.
Having made the decision last
season to go with a grand-scale youth
movement, the Boston Red Sox enter
1988 with a crop of youngsters that is
the envy of the American League.
Mixed properly with the veterans that
composed the nucleus of the 1986
American League Champions, manager John MacNamara’s Red Sox
could be a force in the American
League East. If the youngsters don’t
contribute, though, the Sox may just
have to muddle their way through another season.
The offense has never been a question. These are still the same Red Sox
who dent the Green Monster with
heartwarming regularity. With guys
like Evans and Rice still in the lineup,
and Wade Boggs winning another batting championship with a .363 average
last year, and newcomers like Sam
Horn (a slugger in the George Scott
tradition), the Sox will drive runners
in.
And this year, they should even be
able to get on base and even -surprise
- around them. For the first time in a
while, thanks to Ellis Burks, the Sox
were not last in the AL in stolen bases
last year. After more than a dozen
season as the premier right fielder in
the American League, Dwight Evans
has completed the transformation to

first baseman, where he should remain
for the rest of his career. Last season
was one of Evans’ best offensively;
with career highs in average (.305),
homers (34) and runs batted in (123).
Evans has adjusted well defensively,
admitting that he enjoys playing first
base because he’s more involved in the
game. “It got boring out there,” he
says of the position at which he won
nine Gold Gloves.
Todd Benzinger will be the backup
first baseman (as well as in the outfield), but he won’t see much time
there. Sam Horn has taken a glove out
into the field, but has scared too many
people, and won’t ever be allowed out
there (except in a dire emergency).
Horn, however, will take his bat to the
plate and try to recreate his 14 homers
in only 158 at-bats. He will probably
DH against righthanders.
Marty Barrett probably still joins
Pete O‘Brien in the All- Underrated
Right Side of the Infield. Although he
hit -293 last year and was still a strong
defensive player, nobody got all that
excited about him except for Red Sox
fans. Ed Romero will back Barrett up
(as well as Boggs at third and Owen at
short, if needed). Second base is not a
weak spot.
Shortstop was thought to be,
though, before this spring training
produced Jody Reed. Spike Owen is
the incumbent (.259, 2 HR, 11 SB),
and McNamara has insisted that
Owen is his starting shortstop, but

continued page 7
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American League Preview
by STEPHEN CLAY

American League East
Toronto Blue Jays
George Bell is not stupid.
Whining and childish, perhaps, but not stupid.
Well aware that Toronto is
the world’s best city in which
to camouflage his squeamishness towards the press, last
year’s American League
MVP will quickly come to the
realization that DHing in
Toronto this year will still be
far better than playing left
field anywhere else in the
American League.
Because, after the failures
of the past two years (including last year’s Mauchian collapse), the Blue Jays are unquestionably the team with
the most desire in 1988. Put
that together with one of the
best overall lineups in the
American League, and the
Blue Jays should be good
enough to win the AL East.
The Blue Jays have solid
position players; and they
have solid pitching; perhaps
no other team in the division
can say both with such certainty. And depth may be the
Jays’ greatest asset.
It will allow them to move
the Si1 Campusano/Rob
Ducey tandem into center
field, moving Lloyd Moseby
to left and Bell to the dugout.
Moseby, who silenced critics
somewhat with a .282,
26-homer season, can do (and
has done) better. Jesse Barfield slumped after his ‘86
season, only hitting 28
homers. Poor guy. Campusano (a righty hitter) and
Ducey (lefty) can field, and if
they can hit, the best outfield
in baseball last year may not
have lost anything.
The infield is largely unproven, but the talent is definitely there. With Willie
Upshaw’s trade to Cleveland,
Cecil Fielder and F r e d
McGriff will share the first
base job. Nelson Liriano eats
up more than Dom DeLuise
at second. Tony Fernandez
hit .322 last year, and even if
he can’t repeat that, he will
still provide the solidity of the
infield. Besides, there’s always seven hundred middle
infielders in the Toronto organization anyway.
Third base is still a question. Kelly Gruber is not the
answer, but he may be
enough of an interjection to
get by with for now. Rance
Mulliniks is, of course, still
around too, as is Ernie Whitt,
who has recovered from his
rib injury late last year, and,
although 35, should give Jays
another solid year behind the
plate.

But it is on the mound
where the Jays should have a
distinct advantage over their

rivals. They are deep, especially in the bullpen, and,
although they are taking
chances on some starters
(most notably Mike Flanagan), they can afford it.
No one talks about Dave
Stieb in reverential tones any
more, due to injuries the past
few years, which have taken
the sharpness off of his game,
but he still won 13 games last
year. Jimmy Key is now the
ace of the staff, having led the
AL in ERA last year, compiling a 17-8 record and finishing second in the Cy Young
balloting. Jim Clancy pitches
200 innings every year, and
brought his ERA down to
3.50 last year. If Flanagan is
back (as his spring starts
would suggest), even Bell
could be the fifth starter (it
would give him something to
do). Manager Jimy Williams
would almost never have to
go to his bullpen.
But he will, because he just
likes it so much. Can you
blame him? It’s got Tom
Henke (34 saves, 2.34 ERA,
128 Ks in 98 IP), Mark Eichhorn (89 appearances, 10
wins, 27 saves), lefty Jeff
Musselman (12 wins, 14
saves), and now lefty fireballer Dave Wells, who should
free up Musselman, possibly
for the rotation. “Just give
me six,” Williams can afford
to tell his starters, who fmished only 18 games last year.
That’ll keep ‘em fresh in September.
When the Jays should get
their chance to ditch the collar once and for all. Hopefully, that’ll keep even Mr. Bell
happy.
New York Yankees
Jack Clark may have
trouble fmding things to do
on the bench this year between DH at-bats, but the
ex-St. Louis slugger will
never get bored in New York.
With Gorgeous George and
Brawlin’ Billy (wouldn’t they
make a great tag team?) just
getting into the swing of
things, the focus in the Big
Apple this summer may be
off the field instead of on it.
Which would be a shame,
because if Dave Winfield
stays put (and don’t bet anything even mildly valuable on
it), George would have an
offensive lineup that is truly
frightening. Clark (sidelined
for a few weeks with a torn
calf tendon), Winfield, AllWorld first baseman Don
Mattingly and third baseman
Mike Pagliarulo (the four hit
124 homers last year) would
comprise the middle of a terrifying batting order.
And the ends are nice, too.
Although it seems like second
baseman Willie Randolph

should be eligible for Social
Security by now, he’s only
33, and hit .305 last year.
Poor Rickey Henderson, attention-liker that he is, risks
getting overlooked in this
lineup. Steal some bases,
Rickey. And alleged “good
field, no hit” Rafael Santana
hit .255 last year, downright
respectable for a fine defensive shortstop.
But the Yankees are not
free of their question marks,
and even their downright
trouble spots. Roberto Kelley
is a chance in center field.
And the bargain basement
backstops - Don .Slaught
and Joel Skinner - are simply quantity, not quality. Rolled into to one, they’d be a
good catcher; spread over
two, they’re not enough.
The pitching staff - save,
of course, ace reliever Dave
Righetti -is full of question
marks. Fine, Tommy John
has a bionic arm, but one has
to wonder about the rest of
him. When he turns 45 next
month, will be able to repeat
last year’s 13-6 mark? Richard Dotson will give you a lot
of innings, but do you want
them? Is any manager dumb
enough to send up a lefthander against John Candelaria
any more? And A1 Leiter,
kids, has two major league
wins. Charlie Hudson and
Ron Guidry are still hanging
around, but Rick Rhoden
seems to be the only obviously dependable starter.
He’ll need to win 20.
Behind Righetti in the pen,
there’s very little. Neil Allen
(a sparkling 7.07 ERA last
year)? Cecilio G u a n t e ?
They’ll put something
together, but the Yankees
will need to win a lot of 10-9
ballgames this year.
If (when?) Winfield goes
(not for Fred Lynn, George
- trust me), the Y e e e s will
still get something out of it,
probably some decent pitching. Or maybe just some
more hitting. But as Bostonians well know, lotsa hitting
and marginal pitching is no
guarantee of a division championship. Considering the
competition, it may be good
enough, but either way,
there’ll be plenty to watch in
New York this summer.
Detroit Tigers
Hey, how did this team win
the.division last year after being picked to finish fifth?
Let’s see. They pulled
together as a team, got great
performances from the Mike
Heath/Matt Nokes combo (to
replace Lance Parrish), Alan
Trammell, Darrell Evans,
and Chet Lemon. They had
superb starting pitching with Jack Morris, Walt Ter-

Seattle’s Harold Reynolds fliies over Milwaukee’s B.J. Surhoff.
King, and Alexander (hoperell, and Frank Tanana (not
fully the September one, not
to mention Doyle Alexander)
the October one), will take up
leading the way. They led the
the slack. And with an apparAmerican League in homers
ently reborn Willie Hernanand runs scored. And everydez in the bullpen joining
one is back except for one
Mike Henneman, the staff
guy *
should be extremely strong.
So why has everybody
Sparky Anderson likes bepicked the Tigers .
to
ing the underdog, saying in
finish fffth again this year?
response to being picked
Come on. For a man who
fifth, “Good. All that does is
only averaged .277 and hit 24
give me a license to be smart
homers last year, Kirk Gibagain. You can never be a geson gets an inordinate amount
nius when they pick your
of respect. Yes, his loss will
team first, only when they
hurt, and yes, the Tigers did
pick you far down.’’ Sorry,
have some career years last
Spark. Keep everybody heaseason. But Gibson can be relthy, and you’ll just be the
placed, and for every career
average-intelligence manager
year a Tiger had last year,
of a contender.
there’s another player waiting
for one this season.
M h a u k e e Brewers
Like Gary Pettis. Or Eric
Can you believe that Robin
King (who’ll have ,to start it
Yount is only 32 years old?
from Toldeo). Or Lou WhiAnd the second oldest
taker (again).
player on the Milwaukee rosThe infield is solid. Evans
ter?
doesn’t realize that he’s about
Oh, this is a young team.
to turn 42, Whitaker is still a
Only the names Yount,
tremendous defensive second
Gantner and Molitor are still
baseman, Trammell hit .343
familiar
to ears from the 1982
with 28 homers, so no matter
World Series era. Cecil Coopwho plays third (usually Tom
er (didn’t he get older more
Brookens), they’re above
quickly that any other player
average. And if Pettis can
in history?) is finally gone,
have a decent offensive season
and Ted Simmons and Gor(his glove will always carry
man Thomas are simply
him), joining Lemon and
names of the past.
Larry Herndon (who’s been
But Milwaukee has been
waiting for a chance since he
just as young the last few
got to the Motor City), this
years, when kids named
could be a strong lineup.
Sveum (Dale), Surhoff (B. J.) .
There’s not much in the way
and Deer (Rob) were transof depth, though, and that
formed into major leaguers.
may be a problem.
The youth movement has
Having Terrell start the
happened, and this year,
season on the DL will be an
although lacking a superstar
inconvenience for Detroit,
(unless Molitor can repeat his
but the sickeningly consistent
Morris, along with Tanana,
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.353 season or Deer can strike
out less than three zillion
times), the Brewers should be
an interesting club. They’ll
hit some homers, they’ll steal
some bases, they’ll score
some runs.
Still, like every club in this
division, the Brewers will go
as far as starting pitching will
carry them. It’s doubtful that
the Brewers will get 850 innings from their first four
(Ted Higuera, Bill Wegman,
Juan Nieves and Chris Bosio)
again, but the four were all
pitching well by the end of
the season and four healthy
guys could cover up a lot of
weak spots on this team.
Like the bullpen. Mark
Plesac was effective, but got
hurt, Chuck Crim was hot
and cold, and any team that
has to depend on Mark Clear
as a bullpen stopper is just
asking for trouble.
But as Yount continues his
trek towards Carl Yastrzemski’s career games mark, he
may just have an interesting
season to watch.

l

I

Baltimore Orioles
September should be interesting in Baltimore, because
the Orioles will definitely be
in a race. Yes, by then the
Birds and the Indians should
be running neck-and-neck for
last place, and it should come
down to the wire. But sorry,
Baltimore fans; Cleveland
will have the edge down the
stretch. It’ll be close, but the
Orioles will have to settle for
fifth.
But you probably won’t be
able to blame first baseman
Eddie Murray for that. Murray, who, at 32, has been accused of being washed up
(after a 30-homer season),
should rebound from his .277
average and return to his old
form.
And he’ll have help in the
middle of the lineup from
right fielder Larry Sheets,
who hit .316 with 31 homers
last year. Shortstop Cal Ripken had 27 homers, and
center fielder Fred Lynn had
23 (in 111 games, which constitutes a full season for Fragile Freddy) .
This is all well and good,
but for the team built around
Earl Weaver’s three-run
homer plan, the Orioles had
only one problem.
They couldn’t put anybody
on base.
With a .258 team batting
average (second to last in the
AL) and a .322 on-base percentage (same), the Orioles
were, amazingly, third in the
league in homers, but 13th in
runs scored! Pitching, defense, and solo homers won’t
win many ballgames. Especially when you don’t really
have the first two, either.
Between M u r r a y a n d

(probably) newly-acquired
Rick Schu at third, manager
Cal Ripken, Sr.’s My TWO
Sons will handle the keystone
work. Billy Ripken hit .308 in
58 games with Baltimore last
year, and Cal, Jr., despite a
rumor every year to the contrary, is the Baltimore Shortstop For Life.
A whole host of people, including Joe Orsulak, Ken
Gerhart, Jeff Stone, and the
still-alive Jim Dwyer and Lee
Lacy, will fill up the outfield
spots, none with any noticeable impact.
And Terry Kennedy should
bounce back from his .250,
18 HR season, but even if he
doesn’t, he’s still a fine
receiver.
Not too much to receive,
though. It’s tough to call a
10-12, 4.18 guy the ace of
your staff, but Mike Boddicker is still probably the
best
starter Baltimore’s got. The Orioles are
taking a chance on Mike
Morgan (lately of Seattle and
the loss column), and hoping
that Eric Bell, Scott McGregory Jay Tibbs and Mark
Thurmond come through.
That’s a lot of hoping.
Don Aase, if healthy, can
be a bullpen stopper, but the
rest of the pen (Tom Niedenfuer, Doug Sisk, Dave
Schmidt) is definitely questionable.
The Orioles can’t afford to
have Kennedy, Cal Ripken,
and Lynn all hit under .260
again, and their stolen base
total in ‘87 was the lowest in
all of baseball. Yes, even
lower than the Red Sox. This
is really not a team capable of
stealing much of anything.
Including fourth place.

Cleveland Indians
There is no apparent truth
to the rumor that Toronto’s
George Bell received a postcard last week, that read,
“George: Be good or you’ll
end uphere. Love, Willie.”
Yes, the Indians finally settled months of agonizing controversy by obtaining Willie
Upshaw from Toronto to be
their everyday first baseman,
freeing Joe Carter to move to
center field to compensate for
the loss of the Indians’ best
player, Brett Butler, who is
now in San Francisco. To his
delight, I’m sure.
Now that’s the kind of
badmouthing the Indians and
their fans are used to. Come
on! So they couldn’t evade
the SI jinx. Still, this isn’t a
bad hitting team. Wonderboy
Cory Snyder hit 33 homers
last year. Carter smacked 32
four-baggers and stole 31
bases. Julio Franco hit .319
and stole 32. Pat Tabler and
Brook Jacoby two other regulars over .300. There’s definitely an offensive nucleus.

New California Angels manager Cookie Rojas makes a point to Angels second baseman Mark
McLemore.
tage. Curt Young (only 44
So what else do you need to
could win the division. It
walks in 203 innings) was
win ballgames?
could finish fifth.
13-7 before getting injured.
Oh yeah.. . pitching.
George Brett is 35. Frank
Dennis Eckersley had 16
For the gruesome effect of
White is 37. Willie Wilson is
saves, and Matt Young brings
it, here are the numbers
almost 33. If they’re going to
11 more from Los Angeles.
again. A 5.28 team ERA.
lead this team to another divWell, it’s not great, but it
Three players tied for the lead
ision .championship before
just may do.
in wins with seven. Some
they retire (especially the first
With a lineup that includes
starters: Greg Swindell: 3-8,
two), it’s soon or never. Brett
Mark McGwire at first, Jose
5.10. Rich Yett: 3-9, -5.26.
is the new first baseman after
Canseco in left, Dave Parker
Ken Schrom: 6-13, 6.50.
an injury-filled, .290, 15 HR
in right, Terry Steinbach beseason. Wilson only hit .279
Darrell Akerfelds: 2-6, 6.76.
hind the plate, and Carney
with four homers, and Steve
The list goes on and on, and
Lansford at third (for a total
Balboni said bye-bye to his
unfortunately for the Cleveof 141 homeruns last year),
average, which plummeted to
land management, on and on
the Athletics just have to pray
and on. Tom Candiotti (7-18,
.207 (he did hit 24 homers).
4.78) - a good knuckleballer that they can get people on
He will be the DH. The
with decent control - has pobase, and then just watch
catching is non-existent, as
tential. The others have base- them round third and head
Jamie Quirk coritinues to soball cards. There is no bullfor home.
lidify his position in ‘Q’ trivia
This may actually be a
pen. Greg Harris, Bill Caudill
history, and not behind the
and Bill Laskey will be
problem. The A’s had no
plate.
among the next attempts to
.300 hitters last year, and
Luckily, the new blood is
shut the barn door, but the
although Lansford is a pereninvigorating. Kevin Seitzer
horses are so far, far away
nial candidate, he dropped to
uprooted Brett at third base
that it’s really a sad undertak.289 last year (which led the
(a task as easy as walking off
ing.
team with McGwire). Whowith the Statue of Liberty)
This could be a team of the
ever winds up in center field
with a .323, 15-homer rookie
90’s. The lineup is here to
(Stan Javier, Luis Polonia or
season. Danny Tartabull hit
Dave Henderson - he started
score the runs. What it needs
34 homers and batted .309.
- desperately - is an ability Opening Day) cannot be
Bo Jackson rushed for 22
counted on to get on base
to stop the runs. A reduction
touchdowns and- what? oh,
consistently, and the keyssorry - hit 22 homers isn’t
of the AL-leading 158 errors
tone combination of Glenn
would help, but this team
tired, no, not a bit.
Hubbard at second at Walt
The pitching staff, though,
needs several top-flight pitWeiss at short should be solid
is a gigantic question mark.
chers. Until they get them,
Bret Saberhagen slumped
they’ll lose a lot of 15-6 defensively, but a perfect 8-9
batting order combo as well.
games.
after his phenomenal start.
Polonia and Lansford have
Which half’s pitcher will he
decent speed, and the two,
be this year? Charlie Leialong with Steinbach, will
American League West
brandt was 16-11, 3.41, but
have to set the table for the
Mark Gubicza ballooned to
big guys. All of them.
Oakland A’s
13-18, 3.98. The consistently
There’ll be no pitching
Gee, it’s really a shame a
erratic Floyd Bannister (from
around this lineup.
the White Sox) and former regreat offensive team like this
Oakland fans just hope
has no pitching.
liever Ted Power (from Cinthere’ll be enough pitching in
Hmm.. . well, there’s Dave
cinnati) are the new acquisiit.
Stewart (20-13, 3.68). Notions for the rotation. It’s a
body in baseball won more
potentially solid five - all
Kansas City Royals
games last year. And Bob
pitched over 200 innings last
This is The Team That
Welch (15-9, 3.22 in LA) is
year. But is that good news or
Could Be Anything.
ready for his first year in the
bad news?
There are very few guarAmerican League, when pitcontinued page 8
antees about this team. It
chers always have an advan-
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by JOEL SUNSHINE

National League East
St. Louis Cardinals
I might be the only Met fan
that likes the Cardinals. I respect them. They’re my kind
of team. They have great
pitching and Whitey Herzog.
They basically know how to
win, as their three pennants
in the last six years will attest.
They are the second best
team in baseball, even without Jack Clark. Actually, the
‘88 Cards could be better
than their ‘87 version.
How’s that? First and foremost, John Tudor will be
around for a full season, and
he should be good for 16-20
wins. Greg Mathews and Joe
Magrane will also each have
another year under their belt.
Throw in Danny Cox and
Bob Forsch and you have the
second best rotation in baseball.
Tony Pena was out for
some time last year. H e
should have a much better
(and longer) season.
True, Clark was huge, but
he was gone for a month of
the season. And remember,
Bob Horner is only 30, and
hit .273 with 27 homers and
87 RBI in 1986.
T o m m y H e r r , Ozzie
Smith, and Terry Pendleton
provide consistency at the
plate and at least two Gold
Gloves. Willie McGee had
another solid year in ‘87.
They also have a bunch of
role players like Jose
Oquendo and Curt Ford.
However, the two things
that exemplify the Cards besides great defense is speed
and Herzog’s use of the bullpen.
Vince Coleman is the speed
leader and he has become one
of t h e most dangerous
offensive weapons in the
league. He’s learGng to get
on base more and consequently, create havoc on the basepaths.
The bullpen might be the
best in the majors with the
flamethrowing tandem of
Todd Worrell and southpaw
Ken Dayley. Herzog, the best
manager in baseball, really
uses his pen effectively.
The Mets’ strengths are
starters, offense and bench.
The Cards’ strengths are starters, relievers, speed and defense. Although I certainly
give New York the edge, the
Cards are still the second best
team in baseball.
Montreal Expos
Montreal was a huge surprise last year. They won 91
games and pushed the Cards
and Mets until the last week
of the season.
The Expos were no fluke.
They have a very strong nucleus of players to build

around. When a team has a
bunch of average players at all
positions, it’s difficult to
work with. Montreal has a
few great players at some
positions and some huge
holes at others. Their needs
are cut and dry.
They’re set at four of the
eight regular positions. Andres Gallaraga is a legitimate
All-star at first base. He hit
-305 (7th in the NL) with 13
HRs and 90 RBI: He’ll also
be a perennial Gold Glove as
soon as Keith Hernandez retires.
Tim Wallach is the most
underrated third baseman in
the game. In 1985, he won
the Silver Slugger award as
the best hitter at his position
in the league, and the Gold
Glove. He was the best hitter
and the best fielder, but he
wasn’t even an All-star. Last
year, he was an MVP candidate with a .298 average, 26
HRs, 123 RBIs, 42 doubles,
89 runs, and a .514 slugging
percentage.
Tim Raines has been the
best player in the National
League over the last five
years. Last year, he hit .330
with 18 HRs, 68 RBIs, 34
doubles, 8 triples, 50 SBs and
123 runs (!) despite missing
the first month of the season
due to collusion. He also
slugged .526 and had a .429
on-base percentage. Obviously, this man is a superstar.
The fourth outstanding regular on this squad is Hubie
Brooks. Brooks was injured
for much of last year;
however, most would agree
that, over a full season, he is
among the elite of the game.
Montreal is making a mistake with Brooks. At shortstop, his offensive numbers
are considered outstading. In
rightfield, where he is scheduled to play much of this
season, his offense is considered to be the norm. There
are many outfielders with
Brooks’ numbers that are excess on other ‘teams. How
about a Mike Marshall of the
Dodgers or one of Boston’s
many young outfielders? Instead, Brooks is in right with
Luis Rivera at short.
Mitch Webster is a converted third outfielder. He hit
.281 last year with 15 homers
and 63 RBIs. Mike Fitzgerald
is adequate behind the plate.
Their pitching staff will
have five question makrs in
their starting rotation. Pascual Perez (7-0,2.30), Dennis
Martinez (11-4, 3.30) and
Neal Heaton (13 wins) all did
well last year, but were they
flukes? Bryn Smith was 18-5
in 1985, but can he come
back? The big question mark
is Floyd Youmans, who spent
a month in drug rehab. When

Montreal’s Andres Gallaraga is making a career of evading opposing catchers.
healthy, he is one of the
league’s top pitchers. The
Expos need a typical year
from him to be contenders.
The bullpen is one of the best
in baseball and is led by Tim
Burke (7-0, 1.19, 18 saves).
Joe Hesketh, Bob Sebra, and
Randy St. Claire provide
commendable support:
Buck Rodgers is one of the
game’s better managers.
After all Montreal lost after
1986 (e.g. Andre Dawson),
he performed wonders to win
91 games. If they can trade a
couple of their fine set-up
men to Boston or Los Angeles
for a power-hitting outfielder,
they’d be set. The Sox and
the Dodgers are both stacked
with outfielders and lackng in
support of their relief aces. If
they make a trade like this,
they’ll be among the game’s
elite. However, they’ll still be
behind the Mets and Cards,
the best teams in the majors.

Pittsburgh Pirates
I compare this team to the
’87 Brewers. Before last
season, I said that the
Brewers had great talent, but
were too young to contend.
Same with Pittsburgh this
year.
= Their starting rotation includes Mike Dunne (13-6,
3.03), Brian Fisher, and
Doug Drabek. Their bullpen
has Jeff Robinson (2.85 ERA,
14 saves, 101 Ks in 123 IP)
and Jim Gott (3.41, 13,90 Ks
in 87 IP).
They have a legitimate star
in Andy Van Slyke (.293, 21,
82). Sid Bream and Mike
Diaz combined for 29 homers
in their first base platoon.
Barry Bonds (.261, 25, 59)
and Bobby Bonilla (.300, 15,
77) are two more of their
many young stars.

Backstop Mike Lavalliere
won a Gold Glove and hit
.300. Jose Lind, Johnny
Ray’s replacement at second,
hit .322 for 35 games in the
majors last year. Newly acquired Randy Milligan nearly
won the Triple Crown last
season at the New York Mets
AAA affiliate.
Obviously, this team has a
ton of great talent but, like all
teams in this situation, it
needs some time to mature:
Maybe the second half of last
season was its maturation
period. I don’t think so.
Look for them as contenders
in ’89 and ’90. In ’88, they
will compete with the Phillies
for 4th place in baseball’s
toughest division.
Philadelphia Phillies
The Philadelphia Phillies
are a typical N L East Team.
N L East teams should have
strong starting rotations, particularly from the left side
(e.g. Fernandez & Ojeda;
Tudor, Magrane & Mathews;
Heaton). The Phillies have
Shane Rawley (1 7 wins) ,
Bruce Ruffin (1986 NL Rookie pitcher of the year), and
Don Carman (13 wins). N L
East teams should have an
outstanding catcher (e.g. Carter, Pena, Lavalliere, Jody
Davis). The Phillies have
Lance Parrish. They should
have a great hitting second
baseman with a strong glove
(e.g. Ryne Sandberg, Tommy
Herr, ex-Pirate Johnny Ray).
The Phils have Juan Samuel.
N L East teams should have
strong tandems in the bullpen
(e.g. Todd Worrell & Ken
Dayley, Roger McDowell &
Randy Myers, Tim Burke &
anybody, Jim Gott and Jeff
Robinson). The Phillies have
Cy Young Award Winner

Steve Bedrosian and workhorse Kent Tekulve. N L East
teams should have at least one
strong home run threat (e.g.
Horner, Strawberry, Kevin
McReynolds, Howard Johnson, Tim Wallach, Andre
Dawson). The Phillies have
the peerless Mike Schmidt.
They should have at least two
great defensive infielders
(e.g. Pendelton, Smith &
Hem; Hernandez & Elster;
Sandberg & Dunston (?);
Wallach & Gallaraga). Philadelphia has Schmidt and
exciting, but errant Samuel.
They’ve also added outfielder
Phil Bradley (.297, 14, 67)
from Seattle (for Glenn Wilson).
However, like all N L East
Teams, the Phillies are a great
team but. will have problems
getting to the playoffs because of competition.
Chicago Cubs
The Cubbies might have
been O K this year. But then
they traded Lee Smith to Boston for A1 Nipper and Calvin
Schiraldi. Not only-did the
Sox get a great stopper, I lost
my two favorite Red Sox to
abuse.
What an embarrassment Ai
Nipper was in 1986 on and off
the field. Then, he beans
Darryl Strawberry in a preseason game, knowing full
well that the Mets had been
instructed to avoid the headlines whenever possible.
There’s no running to the
American League and your
BoSox Buddies now. Straw is
going to doink one way out of
there just like he did in that
great World Series. And the
first inside pitch you throw,
he’s gonna go out to the
mound and punch your lights
out. Sorry, Nip.

I

continued from page 4
Back to Jim Frey. He blew
that one and the Keith Moreland for Goose Gossage trade.
Chicago still has a few stars
here like Ryne Sandberg,
Andre Dawson, Shawon
Dunston, Rafael Palmeiro,
and Rick Sutcliffe. Although
I expect Dawson and Sutcliffe
to drop greatly from their
1987 performances, I think
Sandberg, Dunston, and
Palmeiro, along with steady
catcher Jody Davis, can have
as good or better seasons and
provide the Cubs with a shot
at pulling out of the cellar.
The Cubbies would probably win the AL West. They
would contend in the NL
West. They’d compete in the
AL East. In the N L East,
however, they’re dead last.

National League West
Cincinnati Reds
Pete Rose has finished in
second place three seasons in
a row. You don’t think Pete
Rose can stand another
season of second place, do
you? The Reds’ front office
made a lot of very intelligent
trades over the last 8 months.
They evaluated what they
needed and what they could
get rid of. They realized they
needed starters and realized
they had an aging power hitter (Dave Parker) and a
young shortsop (Kurt Stillwell) to spare.
Cincinnati followed the old
stock market motto of trade
high and buy low. Parker
may have another year in
him, but his value now is very
high. So they shipped him to
Oakland for two young and
talented pitchers, Jose Rijo,
and Tim Birstas. If these hurlers pan out, then just like
Wall St., this “tip’’ may have
been a steal.
Keeping with this policy,
they traded Stillwell and Ted
Power to Kansas City for
Danny Jackson and SS Argenis Salazar. Jackson is another good example of “buying low.” He lost 18 games in
the American League last
year, but is considered to
have a great arm.
Stillwell was expendable
because Barry Larkin has established himself as Dave
Concepcion’s replacement as
the everyday shortstop.
Late last season, the Reds
swapped pitchers with the
Yankees. Disgruntled Bill
Gullickson went to New York
for disheartened southpaw
Dennis Rasmussen, who was
18-6 in 1986.
The Reds pitching is in
great shape. They have two
new National League southpaws that they are hoping will
follow in the footsteps of past
ex-American League southpaws (e.g. John Tudor and
Bob Ojeda). They have 1985
Rookie Pitcher of the Year
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Tom Browning and Mario
“Scotch” and” Soto hoping
to rebound. Ron Robinson,
Guy Hoffman and Norm
Charlton are all starting prospects. Whoever doesn’t start
will be added to a very strong
bullpen led by 27-year-old
Brooklyn native John Franco,
who led all lefthanders with
32 saves. Frank Williams,
Rob Murphy and Pat Perry
round out one of baseball’s
top bullpens.
The offense and defense of
this team is led by superstar
Eric Davis, who has taken
Tim Raines’ place as the best
player i n t h e National
League. Davis hit .293 with
37 home runs, 100 RBIs, 120
runs, & 50 stolen bases. He
also slugged an unbelievable
.593 and reached base 40 percent of the time. He also led
all outfielders in put outs
(380), added 10 assists, and
robbed opponents of numerous homeruns. The scary
thing is, he did all this in only
128 games!
Kal Daniels came into his
own last season, hitting ,334
with 26 homers, 64 RBIs, and
26 stolen bases in only 108
games. He also slugged .619
with a .429 on-base percentage!! Imagine Davis and
Daniels playing an entire
season together!
Tracy Jones (.290, 31 SBs)
and Paul O’Neill will split the
last outfield position.
Nick Esasky (.272, 22, 59
in 100 games) is coming into
his prime at fmt. Buddy Bell
(.284, 17, 70), Dave Concepcion (.319 in 104 games), and
Bo Diaz (.270, 15, 82) are
three veterans who are still
effective.
This team obviously has
great talent and “they’re
due.’’ Although San Francisco might have a better
team “on paper,” they’re not
strong enough to overtake the
natural slump after a championship season. And L.A. is
missing something. Cincy by
three.

Los Angeles Dodgers
All right, I blew this pick
last season. When I picked
L.A. to win the West last
year, everyone laughed, and
rightfully so. I’m probably
blowing it again this season
because I’m picking them for
second despite everyone else
picking them for fourth.
But I have good reasons
this year. The ‘88 Dodgers
will have one more reliever
(Jesse Orosco plus Jay Howell
minus Matt Young Iplus 1); a
shortstop, two more outfielders, and a bench of young
pitchers who now have major
league experience. The only
thing they really lost was one
starting pitcher (obviously,
an understatement, considering it was Bob Welch).
Defense has been the Dod-

gers largest problem over the
last few seasons followed by
offense and relief pitching.
To help the first problem, the
Dodgers picked up Alfiedo
Griffin in the Welch deal. He
certainly won’t solve their defensive woes, but he should
help as will strong catching
from Mike Scioscia and veteran Rick Dempsey.
Their second biggest problem, offense, has been solved.
Steve Sax (.280, 37 SBs) and
Pedro Guerrero (.338,27, 89)
had been the only L.A.
offensive stars besides Marcus, Magic, Bo, and Kareem.
John Shelby joined them last
season from Baltimore and
added 21 homers. In the offc season, the front office went
out and signed Mike Davis
(.265, 22, 72) from Oakland,
and superstar Kirk Gibson
(.277, 24, 79, 26 SBs) from
Detroit. Mike Marshall (.294,
16, 72, in 104 games), and
Franklin Stubbs are also available. That means there are
six long ballers for four positions (OF and 1B). They’re
trying to move Guerrero to
third and Marshall to another
team. In any case, the Dodgers now have a very strong
offense, although they still
have defensive problems.
Their pitching staff is still
great. Ore1 Hershiser and
Fernando Valemuela are one
of your better 1-2’s in the
majors. Hershiser (3.06 ERA
third in NL) is one of baseball’s best starters but his record (16- 16) certainly reflects
L.A.’s past problems
offensively, defensively, and
in the pen. Valenzuela slumped last season but is still one
of baseball’s best and should
rebound. Don Sutton was
signed in the off- season and
can still supply 200 quality
innings. The last two positions will be filled from a pool
of great young arms including
Tim Belcher, Shawn Hillegas
and Ramon Martinez among
others. Hillegas was particularly impressive late last
season.
The bullpen will be greatly
bolstered with the acquisition
of Orosco from the Mets and
Howell from the A’s. Alejandro Pena, Ken Howell, and
young Tim Crews (7-2, 12
saves at Alburquerque) round
out a much-improved fire department.
I am a big fan of winning
organizations. That’s why I
like the Mets, Royals and
Blue Jays in the other divisions. Certainly, Pete Rose is
no loser i n Cincinnati,
however, L.A. knows how to
win, and wasn’t there very
long ago (1985). They could
finish as low as fourth.
However, if they,can get a
quality player for Mike Marshall, Fernando .rebounds,
the bullpen is satisfactory,
they could win this much-

improved division.

San Francisco Giants
Will Clark is a baseball
stud. I love this guy. He has
given “cocky” a new dimension. “I could teach [lo-time
G o l d G l o - v e r
KeithIHernandez a few
things,” said Clark about his
defensive skills before his
rookie year in 1986. Clark
came into his own last year
hitting .308 with 35 dingers,
91 ribbies, and a .580 slugging percentage. References
to Roy Hobbs started when
he was an Olympian in 1984.
Unfortunately, ‘The Natural’
won’t be able to save them
from the natural slump after a
championship.
They do have an excellent
team on paper, including
baseball’s best young infield.
Rob Thompson, Jose Uribe,
and Kevin “\lllorld” Mitchell, along with Hernandez
I1 provide a strong nucleus
for the Giants of the nineties.
However Candy Maldonado
and Jeffrey Leonard, despite
having strong seasons last
year, will drop significantly.
Brett Butler replaces the departed Chili Davis in center.
Although Butler is a better
leadoff hitter, Davis is the
better player. Mike Aldrete
could surprise following a
.325 sophmofe season. Bob
Brenly is a strong backstop
but is 34 years old, which is
pushing it for a catcher.
The pitching staff should
be strong however there are
some question marks. Rick
Reuschel has been one of the
best starters in the NL,
however, he turns 39 next
month. Atlee Hammaker still
hasn’t returned to his 1983
form after arm surgery. Mike
Krukow (36), and Mike LaCoss (32) and Dave Dravecky
(32) have been up and down
throughout their careers
which are winding down. Kelly Downs could really be a
surprise this year. Their bullpen is very strong with flame
throwing Scott Garrelts (11
wins, 12 saves, 127 Ks in 106
IP), & late season acquisitions
Don Robinson (11 wins, 19
saves) and Craig Lefferts.
This is a very good ballclub. GM A1 Rosen has done
what he had to do
for instance, if you can‘t have three
sure starters, get six ”ifs”.if
you’re lucky, you’ll have five
quality starters; if not, you’ll
have at least two or three.
However, I honestly don’t believe they have enough.
Houston Astros
Houston’s pitching staff is
put in the “five-star” category along with the Card&als, Dodgers, Blue Jays,
Royals, and, of course, led by
the Mets. The strength of this
staff is in their number one
and two starters, Nolan Ryan

and Mike Scott. The two
combined for over 500
strikeouts last year. If the Cy
Young Award went to the
best pitcher in the league as it
is supposed to (as opposed to
the best pitcher with a good
winning percentage or lots of
saves, which should have
gone to Doc Gooden but went
to Steve Bedrosian), I would
undoubtedly give it to Ryan.
The original K-Master (or
how about the Yoda of K?)
led the Majors in ERA (2.76)
and strikeouts (270). Actually, no matter what rating
you devise for pitchers, Ryan
was best. Except one. His record was only 8-16.
“Sandpaper” Scott quietly
had another excellent year following his phenomenal 1986
performance. Scott scuffed
his way to 16 wins, a 3.23
ERA, and 233 strikeouts. It is
important to note, however,
that these two also have a
combined age of 74. Fortunately, the rest of the staff
should make up for it.
Bob Knepper had an aweful year in 1987, but after
watching his ’86 performance, especially in September and October, I’m expecting a comeback despite his
age (35). Danny Darwin (3.59
ERA) and Jim Deshaies
(11-6) are excellent fourth
and fifth starters. Joaquin
Andujar came over from Oakland. He can provide 200 quality innings, but who is he going to replace? The bullpen is
overrated, but still very good.
Dave Smith (1.65 ERA, 24
saves, 73 K’s in 60 IP) is the
stopper. Although he is very
good, I don’t rank him up
there with the Worrells and
Righettis. Charles Kerfeld is
a fat slob, however I do credit
him with one af the more interesting New York fan
quotes: “New Yorkers have
black teeth and their breath
stinks. And the men are even
worse. ” Larry Andersen provides adequate set-up.
The “0” is supplied by
Glenn Davis (.251,27,93),
Bill Doran (.283,16,79,31
SB’s), K e v i n Bass‘
(.284,19,85), and Billy
“that’s not my corked bat”
Hatcher (.296, 53 SB’s). Alan
Ashby had another solid year
behind and at the plate
(.288,14,63) but he’s pushing
37.
The make-up of this team
has never changed. They
have always had excellent
starters, adequate relievers,
and a bunch of slap hittershase- stealers. Now they
have a little bit more power
than in the past. They also
have never won very much
and will continue to do as
such in ’88.
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continued from page 1
21 1/2 games, and eventually won the
World Series on a great hit by Mookie
Wilson. I am very kind man. I’ll keep
this paragraph short.
Cashen, who knew how to stay on
top, made sure his team improved. He
got rid of expendable players like Ray
Knight,and Kevin Mitchell, and
picked up Kevin McReynolds, one of
the premier power hitters in the
National League. How could this
team lose? The same way they did in
‘84 and ‘85: injuries and career years
from their opponents.
Remember when the Cubs lost five
pitchers in 1985? Last year, the Mets
lost nine! The Cubs lost 225 potential
games pitched. The Mets lost over
450! Meanwhile, Jack Clark had a
Ruthian season, and the Mets lost the
pennant with three game remaining.
How are these guys a dynasty, then?
In my opinion, when a team wins 388
games in four years (29 more than the
Cardinals), is the odds-on favorite to
win the World Series four years in a
row, has a pitching staff with an average age of 24, and a minor league
system that includes a two-time Minor
League Player of the Year, a Minor
League Pitcher of the Year, a Triple
Crown winner (almost), and four of
the top 1-prospects in the InEernatiOna1 League (AAA), it has become a
dynasty. Four years from now, everyone will agree with me.
The Mets’ strength is their pitching
staff. Never has there been a deeper
five-man rotation that Gooden, Darling, Ojeda, Fernandez and Aguilera.
I don’t care what the Cy Young
voters said, Gooden was the best pitcher in the N L last year. In the two
most important stats for starters,
Gooden was first in winning percentage and fifth in ERA. He was the only
pitcher in the top five of both. Obviously, the Cy Young voters took his
cocaine rehab into account. What the
award for, Model Citizen? Babe Ruth,
Ty Cobb and Denny McLain are
among the elite of baseball with bad
reputations. If he had pitched the entire season, he’d have had 25 wins and
would have been the only pitcher to
ever strike out 200 batters in each of
his first four seasons (no other pitcher
has done it more than twice). I don’t
think he should be commended for
what he did, but he did more in 213 of
a season that any other pitcher in the
N L did in a full one. And I don’t care
what anyone says, Dr. K blows Roger
Clemens away, no matter how you
look at it. They both throw equally
hard, but Gooden’s curveball is far
superior. His Uncle Charlie (a.k.a.
Lord Charles) has been compared
with that of
Sandy Koufax, who
once said, “I’d give up my past for his
future.”
Doc has had four outstanding
seasons, including the pitcher’s Triple
Crown (wins, ERA, K’s) in 1985. His
career winning percentage of .760
(73-23) is by far the highest in baseball
over that time period. He is also an
outstanding fielder and hitter, despite
the fact that he hits from his unnatural
side. I could go on and on. He’s basically pitching’s answer to Don Mattingly. And as far as drugs are concerned, he hasn’t failed a test since April.
Ron Darling is the Mark Messier of
baseball, overshadowed by the Great
One. In 1986, the Mets’ record in
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games that he started was 29- 9! the
Elias Sports Bureau ranks him 5th
among NL starters. Last year, he
slumped in the first half, but won 10
of his last 11. He finished 2nd in the
Gold Glove balloting for the third consecutive year. He’s a tremendous
scholar-athlete. Most people don’t
realize that the Mets’ fastest player is
not Mookie, Dykstra or Strawberry,
but Ron Darling.
Bob Ojeda came to the Mets in ‘86
and finished third in the Cy Young
balloting. He was out for most of last
year, but surgery tends not to hurt
junkballers that much.
You can tell a pitching staff is amazing when its number four starter is a
two-time All-star. Twenty-four-year
old Sid Fernandez has one of the
toughest fastballs to hit in all of baseball. When he’s on he’s as good as
anybody.
Aguilera is the Mets #5 starter.
Scary. The Mets rank him behind
only Gooden in talent. Scary. He won
eight in a row after coming off the D L
and was 11-3 overall. He’s the first or
second starter anywhere else, but in
New York, he’s number five. Scary.
The bullpen will be the Mets’
weakest link in 1988, although it certainly will be very talented. Sinkerballer Roger McDowell and lame-throwing sophomore Randy Myers will be
the righty-lefty tandem. McDowell is
a workhorse and a given for 25 saves.
Myers is the most sought-after youngster in all of baseball. After all, how
many southpaws throw 94 miles an
hour? He struck out 92 batters last
year with only 30 walks. Randall K
will one of the premier fiemen in a
few years. He’s still a little too young
now, though. Terry Leach (1 1-1)
will set up. David Cone and either
John Mitchell or Gene Walter will fill
out the rest of the pen. Cone’s yakker
might be better than Gooden’s. Mitchell was Minor League Pitcher on the
Year in ‘86. This should be a very
deep staff.
And how about that lineup?
Co-captain Keith Hernandez is penciled in for a .305 average, 10 HRs, 90
RBI, 100 walks, 20 GWRBI, and, of
course, a Gold Glove. He’s a tremendous clutch player and team leader
(the “intangibles”). He’s also the best
defensive first basemen in history.
Wanna argue? Ten Gold Gloves.
Thank you.
The Wally BackmadTim Teufel
platoon has been very adequate. In
‘86, Backman hit .320, although fell
short of the required 502 plate appearances for the batting title. Teufel had a
great year last season, although only
seeing half of the total playing time.
Projected over an entire season,
Teufel would have hit .308 with 28
HRs, 122 RBI, 58 doubles, 110 runs
and a .545 slugging percentage!
However, Keith Miller is ready to play
everyday, so these guys will be gone
soon.
The Mets traded slick-fielding
shortstop Rafael Santana to the Yankees to make room for the International League’s top prospect, Kevin
Elster. He hit .310 last year, and is a
superb fielder. He will be Rookie of
the Year.
At third is the man with the “corked” bat, Howard Johnson. “He
looks like f---ing Babe Ruth up there.

He ain’t that good,” snarled Whitey
Herzog. Sorry, Whitey, he is. HoJo
became a member of the prestigious
30-30 club in ‘87 with 36 homers (a
league record for switch-hitters) and
32 stolen bases. He also had 16
GWRBI, 93 runs and slugged 504.
In leftfield is the only underrated
position player the Mets have had in
some time, Kevin McReynolds. As a
matter of fact, if Tim Raines weren’t
around, McReynolds would be a perennial All-star. How many power hitters (29 H R s ) consistently hit
.295-.290? He also possess a great arm
and (surprise!) as the fastest nonpitcher from home to first. That’s
right! And this guy doesn’t talk junk.
In centerfield is a platoon of Met fan
favorites - Lenny Dykstra and Mookie Wilson. Both are heady ballplayers
with great speed and defense, and
surprising power. Last year, they
combined for 238 hits, 56 doubles, 10
triples, 19 homers,77 RBI, 144 runs
(!), 48 stolen bases, and 75 walks. One
will be traded during the year (unfortunately, probably Mook).
Strawberry may have finally lifted
the “potential” from his tag of “POtential superstar.” He runs, hits, hits
for power, fields and throws as well as
anyone. He hasn’t had his career year
yet, but certainly 39 HRs and 36 stolen bases is extremely “acceptable. ”
He could have joined the prestigious
40-40 club, but sat out the last weekend once the Mets were eliminated.
He also led the team with 108 runs, 97
walks, 76 extra base hits, 104 RBI and
a .583 slugging percentage.
Carter has been taking a lot of physical and mental abuse the last few
years. I don’t understand why an intelligent, hard-working, caring, religious, well-spoken. 99 441100% pure
Ivory soap man gets so much abuse
from people. He catches 140 games a
year despite numerous injuries. I hope
my son grows up to be just like him.
Take your jealousyhatred somewhere
else. This future Hall of Famer is still
the premier catcher in baseball until
Benito Santiago proves himself.
Not a bad starting lineup: Dykstra/Wilson, BackmadTeufel, Hernandez, Strawberry, McReynolds,
Carter, Johnson and Elster. But the
Mets’ true strength lies in their depth,
where no team can match them. Their
bench will include the two nonpaying
platoons (e.g., Dykstra and Backman), catcher Barry Lyons, and Lee
Mazzilli, baseball best pinch hitter in
‘87. Dave Magadan should already be
showing the world how beautiful his
swing is, but he’ll have to wait to play
every day.
The Mets’ minor league system has
been the best in baseball over the last
ten years. It has produced many
players, including superstars like
Gooden & Straw. The next superstar,
if not Magadan or Myers, will be
20-year old Gregg Jeffries. He bats
.370, he hits 20 homers, he knocks in
100 runs, he steals 60 bases. He’ll
need another year at AAA to polish up
his defense, but he’s an automatic
superstar. Randy Milligan came one
homer short of the IL Triple Crown,
but the Mets just traded him to Pittsburgh for outstanding catching prospect Mackey Sasser. They also have
pitchers like Regie Doby, Dave West,
and Jack Savage, among others, ready
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for the bigs. It’s sick how stacked this
organization is.
So, as you can see, the current Mets
are, by far, the best team in baseball,
and the future Mets could be even better. That’s what I call a dynasty.
Even the Mets’ management and
front office is top-notch. Although
I’m not a big Davey Johnson fan, you
can’t argue with 388 wins and a .599
percentage. If he leaves after this
season, Mike Cubbage will be a great
successor. Joe McIlraine is considered
to be one of the top front-office men in
all of baseball. However, the big man is
Cashen, the ultimate general manager.
This is a class organization from top
to bottom. They way the handled the
Gooden ordeal showed that. They are
also very loyal to their employees.
Even the Mets’ announcers, especially
Tim McCarver, are considered tops in
their profession. The Mets have, basically become synonymous with “#1. ”
For all of you who hate the Mets
(and me), take note. Although you
may not like what you’ve been reading, it’s all true. The Mets are as close
to automatic as any team can be. They
are a dynasty.
1986Prediction: 109-53(actual: 108-54)
1987Prediction: 100-62 (actual: 92-70)
1988Prediction: 117-45 (Clip and Save)

I

II Cashen’s
7 Best
The best General Manager in base-

ball, the New York Mets’ Frank Cashen, built his “dynasty” through the
development of the farm system and
some outstanding and somewhat unbelievable trddes. Cashen trades quality talent that are not necessarily
needed for top-of-the-line talent at
needed areas. The following are the
seven best trades he has made (in reverse order):
7. Acquired David Cone from Kansas City for pitcher Rick Anderson
and catcher Ed Hearn.
6. Acquired Kevin McReynolds from
San Diego for Stan Jefferson, Kevin
McReynolds, Kevin Mitchell, snd
Shawn Abner.
5. Acquired Gary Carter from Montreal for Hubie Brooks, Floyd Youmans, Mike Fitzgerald, and Herm
Winningham.
4. Acquired Sid Fernandez from
Los Angeles for Bob Bailor and Carlos
Diaz. 3. Acquired Bob Ojeda, John Mitchell, and a minor leaguer from Boston for Calvin Schiraldi, Wes Gardner, John Christenson, and LaSchelle
Tarver.
Ojeda left Boston and became a Cy
Young candidate in New York. The
day he left Fenway, he said, “This is a
town full of losers and I’m pullin’ out
of here to win.’’ Actually that was
Bruce. Mitchell was Minor League
Pitcher of the Year in ’86. He’ll be an
excellent starter in a year or two.
Schiraldi and Gardner had ERA’Snear
six last year. Tarver hit into a triple
play in his first at-bat with Boston. He
shnuld have listened to The Boss.
2. Acquired Keith Hernandez from
St. Louis for Neil Allen and Rick
Ownbey.
1. Acquired Ron Darling and Walt
Terrell (Trade la. Acquired Howard
Johnson from Detroit for Terrell)
from Texas for Lee Mazzilli.
Onlv Cashen
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continued from page 1
after Reed’s .346 spring, Owen must
feel like Wally Pipp, knowing that
when he takes his first day off, he may
not ever get his job back. Jody Reed,
an excellent defensive player, is the
shortstop of the future for Boston.
The only question is how long the present is for Spike Owen.
This Boggs guy plays third, but
doesn’t seem to contribute much.
After long debate, it appears that
Jim Rice will definitely play left field
in Fenway against lefthanders. Other
than that, the former MVP’s status
may depend on the early-season play
of himself and Mike Greenwell.
He hit only .277 with 13 homers in
108 games last year, but Rice has sent
a message to Boston. “Tell them I’m
not dead,’’ he said to the Boston Globe
before leaving for spring training. He
appears to have backed up the statement with a .301 spring, smacking
four homers. But Greenwell, who finished fourth in the AL Rookie of the
Year voting after a .328, 19 HR
season, will get his shot in left field, as
Rice will probably hit the bench
against righties. With the injury to
Ellis Burks, Greenwell will start the
season in right.
Burks perhaps ushered in a new era
in Red Sox history when he doublefootedly pulled the Sox out of their
perennial last-place finish in stolen
bases. Burks’ 27 steals were a shockingly high total for a Fenway player,
and he also clubbed 20 homers. He’ll
be sidelined for only the first few
weeks of the season after surgery to
remove bone chips in his ankle.
In his place will be 24-year old
Brady Anderson, who won the job
with an outstanding spring training.
He can hit (.380 in a brief stint at Pawtucket and .329 in spring training),
run (a team-high 19 runs scored in the
spring), and field. Anderson will move
to right field when Burks replaces
him.

Benzinger will just have sit around
and wait, because, despite being able
to play all three outfield positions and
hitting .278 with 8 homers in 73
games, there’s no room for him on a
regular basis. He’ll have to make do
with late-inning defensive work, pinch
hitting (like the at-bat that drove in a
key run on Thursday).
Behind the plate, there is the same
“veteran-rookie” struggle. Rich
Gedman is the incumbent, and he
can’t really do any worse than last
season, a pathetic year when he held
out and then got injured, limping in
with a .205 average and one homerun
in 58 games. Gedman’s thumb injury
has appeared to heal and he’s already
equalled his ‘87 homer output.
But he knows that John Marzano is
right behind him. Marzano, the ‘84
Olympian, hit .244 when rushed up to
replace Gedman, but a season in the
majors seemed to be all the seasoning
he needed.
After a year (1986) in which their
pitching carried them to a pennant,
the SOX’ hurlers provided no end of
concern in 1987, The Sox ballooned to
the third-highest ERA in the league
(shades of the late ~O’S), and the bullpen turned in a major-league low 16
saves.
Returns from key pitchers, and a
big year from Lee Smith - for whom

--
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they gave up A1 Nipper and Calvin
Schiraldi - will be essential for the
Sox to do well this season.
The common belief- about Roger
Clemens this year is that he’ll slump
this year, simply because he’s won two
straight Cy Young Awards. Like it’s
his turn to slump or something.
Anyone who subscribes to this
theory just hasn’t seen Roger pitch
this spring, or heard him talk. He is,
arguably, the hardest-working pitcher
in baseball. Even missing his first few
starts last year, Clemens still managed
to pitch 281 innings (18 complete
games). His habit of bearing down
when behind contributed immensely
to his 20-9 mark and 2.97 ERA last
season.
Everyone who has seen him pitch
knows the tools Clemens has to work
with. His fastball is still outstanding,
as it rises and baffles opposing hitters.
His changeup and curve are adequate,
but set up the heat perfectly. And he’s
started throwing a slider this year.
Whether or not his stuff is working on
a particular outing, his intensity will
keep him in every game he starts this
year.
Lefty Bruce Hurst is the Sox’ second starter, and his 15-13,4.41 season
of 1987 is a testament to the pitcher
that Hurst has become. One night he’s
on; his control game is untouchable,
and opponents will hit soft little
groundouts or popups all night. But
the next night, he’s in trouble again;
the motion is not in the ball, and soon
after, the ball is not in the ballpark.
Hurst has very little speed, and so
he needs his pinpoint control to succeed. Whatever the case, however, the
professional Hurst will remain composed.
And then ihere’s the Can. Dennis
Boyd will attempt to return from
shoulder trouble and personal problems to be the consistent starter he was
in 1986. He only made seven starts last
season, and his absence was a large
factor in the inadequacy of the Sox’
pitching staff.
If he can retain his composure on
and off the field, and throw his fastball, curve and changeup, Boyd will
give the Sox a solid #3 man.
The other two rotation spots are
iffy. Jeff Sellers will probably be the
fourth starter (if he comes back from a
wrist injury, suffered when Wally
Backman’s line drive hit him in the
last week of spring training). Although Clemens has proclaimed Sellers
“the most promising pitcher on the
staff,” Sellers struggled through last
season, compiling a 7-8 mark with a
5.28 ERA. Arguably rushed to the big
leagues in the manner of all Sox pitchers of the late 70’s (Sprowl, Remmerswal, MacWhorter, etc.), Sellers
will get his chance again this year.
Steve Ellsworth won the fifth starter
spot in spring training, but may have
jeopardized it in his first outing of ‘88,
when he got hammered by the Tigers
for eight hits and five runs in two innings. Granted, he was a surprise starter (in place of Boyd), but with Mike
Smithson waiting to get into the rotation, Ellsworth will need some better
outings early in the year to keep his
job.
Smithson, a former Sox prospect, is
back in a Boston uniform this season
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The Red Sox are depending on Jeff Sellers to come back from
the wrist injury he suffered against the Mets.
after being put on waivers. Besides
not be good enough io win the divgiving the Sox a second 6’8” pitcher
ision. If they want to do that, they
(Ellsworth is the other), the former
need more help from the rest of the
Ranger and Twin makes an excellent
staff.
swing man and long reliever to set up
In 1976, the Sox appeared to be just
on the brink of a dynasty. After a trip
the bullpen.
Otherwise known as one Lee Smith.
to the World Series, the Sox headed
Predicted all winter to be the savior of
into the late 70’s with a ton of promlate-inning Sox wins this season,
ise. All of it, though, washed away in a
sea of free agency, injury, and a fly
Smith got off to a disappointing start
ball by Bucky Dent.
when Alan Trammell took him deep
And here they are again. Comparing
in the 10th on Opening Day.
However, the 6’6’’ Smith, who racked
1987 to 1976, years in which injury
up 36 saves for the Cubbies last year,
and off years put the Sox out of contention after their World Series year,
has come back in his last two appearwould lead to 1977 and 1988. The Sox
ances, retiring the side in order (with
two strikeouts) Friday. The flame-thhit a lot of homers in 1977, but they
rowing righthander needs a lot of
had no pitching. None. They have a
work to stay sharp, and McNamara
lot more this year, probably enough to
has promised that he’ll get it.
erase the comparisons by mid-August.
After Smith, Wes Gardner will be
Enough to erase the rest of the divthe number two reliever. After strugision? Possibly. A lot of 1986’s luck
gling through two season since coming
would have to return, though.
This may be a better team, on
over from the Mets, Gardner appears
paper, than the 1986 Red Sox. But
to be ready to blossom this season,
that’s ignoring the off years by Gedwhich is good, because Johnny Mac
man, Rice and Boyd. It may or may be
will be depending on him.
fair to do that. The veterans are a set
John (Speckled) ’Trautwein is the lepart of this ballclub. It’s the youth
fty, and the rookit: has looked good,
that will provide the difference.
both in his spring appearances and in
Because, in the immortal words of
stopping the bleeding last Wednesday,
Roger Daltrey, the kids are alright.
when he held the Tigers to a run in 2
They’ll need to be a little better than
1/3 innings. Dennis Lamp is another
just alright, though, to walk off with a
swing man the Sox nabbed as a free
division title.
agent over the winter.
The Sox have Clemens, Hurst,
Prediction: Third place, after a September
Boyd and Smith. Other than that,
Yankee and Blue Jay rush.
everybody else is either unproven or
proven-too-long-ago. They can get by
with these four, but getting by may
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AL Cont.
continued from page 3
As far as the bullpen goes,
the word is that at 35, Pop
Quiz doesn’t count toward
the final grade any more. Dan
Quisenberry has come back
f r o m t h e d e a d before,
though; he’ll have to do it
again this year. Otherwise it’s
Gene Garber, Steve Farr,
Bud Black, and a whole lot of
other uniform numbers.
And now, a baseball cliche:
Pitching will determine how
far this team goes in 1988. If
the staff comes through, the
veterans pull it together for
one more run, and the youngsters don’t get diaper rash,
this should be a division
champion. If not, you can
start the Frank White For
Hall of Fame campaign.

-

Minnesota Twins
Well, at least the Homer
Hankies won’t go for naught
this season.
There’ll be plenty of Minnesota fans crying into them
by the end of the year.
A combination of several
career years and (it must be
admitted) a tremendous
amount of luck propelled the
Twinkies into America’s
hearts last October, but the
magic just can’t happen again
this season.
Even if Jeff Reardon can
recreate a 31-save season to
save a two-man pitching staff,
and even if Kirby Puckett
reels off another .332, 28 HR
year, and even if Kent
Hrbek, Gary Gaetti, and Tom
Brunansky can replicate (or
even come close to) their
combined 97 homers, the
holes that made an attractive
Swiss cheese champion will
turn the ‘88 Twins into Limberger.
There is no offense from
the catcher or second base
positions, no starting pitching
beyond Bert Blyleven and
Frank Viola (15 complete
games between them to save
the relief staff for others), and
no depth whatsoever.
They made it last year by
using the Homerdome to its
fullest, and by using Reardon
(and great comebacks) to
cover for the spotty starting
of Les Straker, Joe Niekro,
and assorted other striped
guys.
Defensively, this is a fine
team. Hrbek is a Gold Glove
at first, and Steve Lombardozzi and Greg Gagne make a
surprisingly adequate keystone combo. Puckett is a capable center fielder, and
Brunansky (in right) learned
to play the hops well enough
to fool opposing baserunners.
But, without an offseason
move (except to get rid of
Don Baylor) of any significance - getting Tippy Martinez doesn’t count - it will
be a sobering year for Tom
Kelly and the boys.

Texas Rangers
You know, this is a better
team than most people think.
With 30-year old Pete 0’Brien as the oldest position
player, and with a host of
young pitchers (excluding, of
course, Charlie Hough), the
Rangers have a few years to
put it all together. 1988
should be at least a good start.
Besides the venerable
Hough (285 innings last
season), Texas has Wild Bobby Witt, Jose Guzman, Ed
Correa (who appears to have
recovered from his shoulder
injury) and Paul Kilgus. Not
household names, perhaps,
but the Rangers have a history of developing good,
young pitchers. And then
trading them.
Opposites Dale Mohorcic
and Wilder Mitch Williams
are the bullpen. Mohorcic is a
control right-hander who
gave up 19 walks in 99 innings; Williams is a fireballing lefty who walked 94 in
108 innings (but he struck out
129).
The infield is solid, if not
spectacular, except for Pete
O’Brien. The first baseman,
who recently had his name
legally changed to “Underrated Pete O‘Brien” (just
kidding), hit .286 with 23
homers and played exceptional defense. And nobody
noticed.
Jerry Browne (27 SB) is the
second baseman, and Scott
Fletcher (.286) is the shortstop. Steve Buechele, who hit
13 homers, is at third. Not
particularly impressive.
But the outfield is the
Rangers’ offensive strongpoint. Pete Incaviglia is in
left. He slumped to .271 with
27 HR last year, but should
rebound, as should center
fielder Oddibe McDowell,
who was ravaged by the sophomore slump (241, ,14
HR) and wound up platooning with Bob Brower.
Ruben Sierra was the
bright spot. The rightfielder
cracked 30 homers and led
the team with 109 RBI, and
his gun for an arm racked up
17 assists.
Now that Don Slaught is
gone, Mike Stanley appears
to be the everyday catcher,
with Gin0 Petralli coming in
to watch Hough’s knuckleballs slide by him. Both are
good hitters, but on a staff
with Witt, Williams and
Hough, defense (or more specifically, goaltending) at this
position is key.
Elder statesman (34) Larry
Parrish is the DH, and should
toss in another 30-homer
season like last year’s 32-tater
effort.
This is the epitome of a
“developing” team. A year
or two will tell whether
players like McDowell, Witt,
Incaviglia, Browne and even
Sierra are stars of the 90’s or
just guys with a lot of poten-
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In the outfield, Devon
tial. With Parrish and Hough
White in left and newlyaround to guide them, they
acquired Chili Davis had alcould just make it all happen
most identical season in 1987;
one of these years.
both hit 24 homers and Davis’ .250 batting average was
Seattle Mariners
only slightly lower than
It rains a lot in Seattle.
White’s .263. Former Pirates
Don’t expect that to stop
second basemen Johnny Ray
soon.
will give right field a shot.
With lame-duck manager
Brian Downing, one of the
Dick Williams at the helm,
constants of life, will DH,
the Mariners will try to repeat
and another constant will be
last year’s finish of only seven
behind the plate. Bob Boone
games out. But it won’t be
is 40 years old, but, like aneasy.
other catcher in the division,
Newly-acquired Glenn
seems to be impervious to
Wilson will probably occupy
age. He’ll only hit in the .240
one of the outfield spots, and
range, but still be an All-star
he’ll be the only new face out
quality defensive backstop.
there.
Mike (Not At All Like BoThere’s power at the infield
bby) Witt is the #1 starter,
corners, with Alvin Davis (29
but Dan Petry is supposed to
HR) at first, and Jim Presley
return to his old Motown
(24 HR) at third. The middle
form. Willie Fraser is the
infielders are All- Star Harold
only other dependable starReynolds at second (.275, 60
ter. Kirk McAskill and
stolen bases) and ex-Red Sox
Chuck Finley will be asked to
Rey Quinones at short.
step into roles. DeWayne
Wilson will join Mike
Buice developed into a stopKingery (who’ll be someper when Donnie Moore went
where), Mickey Brantley
down with his rib nerve in(.302 with 14 HR in only 352
jury, and Greg Minton is still
AB), and newly-acquired
around, but how many more
Henry Cotto.
years
Scott Bradley will back up
.him?
. can anybody milk out of
everyone everywhere.
Cookie Rojas will have his
The pitching staff is basicahands full this year, trying to
lly Mark Langston And A
make this team into a contenWhole Bunch Of Other Guys.
der. But, despite the best
Langston, 19-13 with a 3.84
efforts of Joyner, Witt and
ERA (and a league-high 262
Boone, this will probably be a
Ks), completed 14 games duryear that Cookie’s team
ing the ‘87 season. Twelve
crumbles.
other complete games last
year, courtesy of Mike
Chicago White Sox
Moore, came at the expense
This will be a rebuilding
of a9-19,4.71 season.
year for the Chicago White
Behind that it’s slim, althSox pitching staff.
ough Ken Dixon and Steve
Unfortunately, the offense
Trout hope to help the rotais already fairly built, so it
tion. And everyone’s hoping
could be a frustrating year for
that Mike Jackson (who came
Sox fans, as well as estabover in the Wilson deal) can
lished hitters like Harold
take over for Edwin Nunez
Baines (.293, but only 20 HR
and Bill Wilkinson in the
last year), Ivan Calderon
bullpen.
(293, 28 HR), and Greg
But it’s all very shaky here
Walker (27homers).
in Seattle, and as Williams
Walker will play first, and
manages his last season, don’t
Fred Manrique and Ozzie
expect a tremendous finale.
Guillen are the keystone combo. Guillen hit .275 and
California Angels
stole 25 bases, while mainSo we finally have a major
taining his reputation as one
league manager named Cooof the best defensive shortkie.
stops in the game.
And an infield that likes to
Ken Williams has comcompare itself to the Dodpleted the transformation
gers’ infield of the 70’s.
from the outfield to third
Feature stories everywhere.
base, where he may still be a
Although they finished tied
little shaky in the field, but
for last place in the AL West
should have the offense to
last year, the Angels are a betmake up for it.
ter team than seventh this
Platooning in center field
season. Whether they’re
will be Gary Redus and Daryl
enough for fourth is a close
Boston. Surrounding them
call, though.
will be Dan Pasqua in left and
Joining Wally Joyner in the
Angels’ infield are second
Calderon in right.
After a few year’s exile,
baseman Mark McLemore,
Carlton Fisk is happily back
shortstop Dick Schofield, and
behind the plate, where, at 39
third baseman Jack Howell.
last year, he hit 23 homers.
Given time to play together,
they are developing into a
He’ll do it again.
superb defensive infield, but
As far as the pitching staff
only Joyner (surprise) hit
goes, the White Sox sold the
above .251. Howell did have
farm last season. Actually,
23 homers, though, and
they sold the veterans so that
McLemore stole 25 bases.
the farm would get a chance.

.
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Richard Dotson, Floyd Bannister and Jose DeLeon all
were shipped out over the
winter.
This makes room for ...
um... Rick Horton, Jack
McDowell, Melido Perez
(Pascual’s brother), Bill
Long, etc. You know. Those
guys.
Bobby Thigpen will do as
much as he can from the
bullpen, and John Davis
(from KC) is expected to put
out flames. Which could be
numerous in 1988, as a young
pitching staff learns to play
with American League fire.

NL Cont.
continued from page 5
San Diego Padres
This team has excellent
young talent, led by 1987
Rookie of the Year Benito
Santiago and his god-forsaken
hitting streak. B-Sant hit .300
with 18 dingers, 79 ribbies,
33 doubles, and 21 stolen
bases. He also plays excellent
defense. Backing up Santiago
is Sandy Alomar, Jr., one of
the best catching prospects in
baseball. And now, he’s excellent trade bait.
Randy Ready (.309, .520
slug.), John Kruk
(.313,20,91), and Chris
Brown have proven they can
hit on the major league level.
Former Met farmhands Stan
Jefferson and All-World
Shawn Abner have had very
successful minor league careers. Garry Templeton and
Tim Flannery have been
around for many years and
can provide help up the
middle. Keith Moreland was
acquired in the off-season for
Goose Gossage. Moreland is
an excellent two-strike hitter
who executes the hit-and-run
as well as anyone. He also has
power (27 four-baggers)
which is much-needed to
provide support for The Hitter.
There’s only one exception
Bostonians slip on when talking about Wade Boggs being
the best pure hitter in baseball. No not Dave Magadan.
It’s All- Universe Tony
Gwynn. Gwynn hit .370. He
also stole 56 bases. He also
scored 119 runs. He also won
a Gold Glove. He’s also the
best all-around rightfielder in
the game.
The only pitcher on this
team worth any ink is
24-year-old flamethrower
Lance McCullers, who had 16
saves and struck out 126 batters (!) in 78 relief appearances (!).
Atlanta Braves
Dale Murphy.
That’s all. Just Dale Murphy.
Wanna know anything
else? Just watch TBS. Have a
barf bag ready, though.
They’ll be that bad.
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Are you tired of the red tape and the'bureaucracy of Ballou Hall? Through my experiences with other campus organizations, 1 have seen the system and know how
it works. My goal is to make the administration stop ignoring, and start listening to
the concerns of the students.
Hugh Bassewitz, A '90

As a representative from the African-American Society to the Senate, I, Karen
Massey, find it necessary to strengthen relations with administrators, faculty and
students due to changes in fiscal policy. Increasing awareness and understanding
of cultural differences within the Tufts community is a must. As a Senator I would
develop outreach programs to better all relations.
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I, Tim C. Conroy, think that the Senate should concentrate on improving student
resourceswhich will be useful to the majority of Tufts students, not just the organizations which scream the loudest. Also, as a member of a fraternity I want to ensure
the continuedexistence of Greek life at Tufts. I am running primarily for these reasons.

A vote for ANITA GRIFFEY, as sophomore Senate representative, is a vote for a
stronger voice. The student body’s opinion needs to be heard, not ignored. The motivation for my running is to help solve communication problems between students and
administration.

SHOW YOUR
JUMBO SPIRIT
AND VOTE!!!
I want to make this school safe. I want to put card readers on the doors of all the
dorms. I want to get another safety shuttle and run it on specific routes so that it is
always on time; this will encourage its use. Vote Ross Ginsberg for Senate.

.

COMMUTER REPRESENTATIVE

vote!
vote!
vote!
vote!
vote!
vote!

Re-elect Daphne Zervoglos to the commuter representative seat on the T.C.U.
Senate. I have the experience of three years at Tufts and one year on the Senate.
Among other issues, I want to work towards making the concerns of the commuter
population known. I am enthusiastic to give my time and energy to a new Senate term.

vote!
vote!
vote!
vote!
vote!
vote!
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FIRE

continued from page 1
students at the scene said they
had seen flames and heavy
black smoke pouring out
from the kitchen and cellar .in
the back of the house, formally known as Anthony House.
In addition, Kelley and
Somerville Deputy Fire Chief
Louis Crescentini said that
when they arrived at the
scene they observed “flaming
wires” on an electric pole on
the opposite side of the street.
Kelley said that three engines and two ladder trucks responded to the fire three
minutes after being called by
Tufts Police. The fire was in
progress when firefighters arrived.
They found flames coming
from the two rear sets of
windows in the cellar. The
fire then made its way up the
side wall of the house. Fire
officials said they also saw fire
on the stairwell leading from
the first to the second floor of

the house.
Most of the fue was contained in the cellar, although

CHAPMAN5
continued from page
You get extra points for h a gination in terms of what is
between you and the skiis. ”
Chapman then showed
clips to illustrate the peculiar
sport. The audience roared as
they watched club members
descending a black ski run on
wheelchairs, in bathtubs, and
in a scull, all mounted on
skiis. TWOwent down in
white tie, playing a grand
piano, their coattails dragging
in the snow.
T h e most enthusiastic
cheers from the Tufts audience were for the team
which slid down the mountain astride an enormous red

ous. The fire could have gone
u p the whole building,
through the roof,’’ said Kelley, who praised the firefighters for their work in dousing
the blaze. “I was ready to call
a second alarm. Once [fire]
gets up the walls, you’ve

House resident Kate
Drinan, a sophomore, said
about 10 of the students were
in the house - most of them
in the living room -when the
fire alarm went off. They
exited the house through the
back door.
Fellow resident Marie
Favorini, a freshman, said
she and another student were
upstairs when the alarm
sounded. “I just figured it
cuts off power to the house.
was a false alarm,’.’ she said.
“It had gone off before from
“a little bit worked up the
walls into the first flo~r,’’ cigarettes.
“I did not realize it was
Kelley said. The firefighters
anything
serious until I got
departed at 2:30 a.m.
outside and saw black smoke
“It could have been seri-

inflatable elephant, which
subsequently escaped and
sailed off by itself, pursued
by its former jockeys.
Chapman himself described
going down the run in a 25
foot long wooden Venetian
gondola. His partner was a
member of the upper Crust,
“a wonderfully loony person,
who epitomized the meaning
ofthe word ‘inbred’. ’’
Chapman went on to tell a
few anecdotes about Keith
Moon, the late Who drummer. The two used to drink
together, and one evening
they devised a game which
Chapman demonstrated. Call-

coming from the back of the
house,’’ Favorini continued.
Favorini and several other
students interviewed at the
scene criticized the fire department for what they called
a slow response time. “The
alarm went off for five
minutes before firemen arrived,” Favorini said, adding, “Flames were licking
off the side of the house before they arrived. ”
House residents and other
students stood on the grass
near the house, wrapped in
blankets, observing the firefighters, Tufts Police and
Tufts Emergency Medical
Service personnel. The residents made alternate sleeping
arrangements for the night.
At about 1:20 a.m. fire officials allowed studentcto reenter the house to retrieve a few
of their belongings. They
were told to wear shoes bec a u s e of g l a s s s p r e a d

throughout the building.
Crafts House reside& said
that the gutted room in the
basement was filled with
boxes and items from the
Crafts Center. Equipment
owned by the band Plate
O’Shrimp, stored in another
area in the basement, does
not appear to have been damaged, residents said.
The fire destroyed new
windows on the first and second floor on the right side of
the house that Buildings and
Grounds crews had spent two
weeks putting in, Favorini
said.
The Crafts House fire is the
second serious fire this year.
A fire at the Zeta Psi Fraternity house last October
caused an estimated $20,000
worth of damage.

acted a controversial piece
about an undertaker, which
hinged on a particularly nasty
form of black humor and
which was nearly banned by
the BBC.
When he opened the floor
to questions, he was deluged
by queries ranging from
whether or not he liked
Benny Hill, [“Well, I did
when I was 14”] to what his
favorite Python sketch was
[the Rat Tart skit, which they
never got all the way through,
- due togiggling] .
Monty Python’s cult status
ensured that the SRO crowd
at the Pub was made up al-

most entirely of Python fanatics. Chapman had only to
mention the Ministry of Silly
Walks to make the audience
cheer. He was asked cultish
questions about the velocity
of African swallows, and entreated to perform some of his
stock characters.
Although Chapman didn’t
do any characters, he didn’t
disappoint his fans. He spoke
for more than two hours after
the movie, leaving even the
most demanding Python enthusiasts satisfied.

ing for two volunteers, both
of whom turned out to have
an awe-inspiring amount of
guts, he proceeded to clench
three quarters between his
buttocks and walk across the
stage. The object of the game
was to deposit the coins in a
glass set on the flook. The
spectacle of Chapman and his
volunteers mincing across the
stage was uproariously funny.
Chapman also spoke a bit
about his work with Monty
Python, describing the censorship the group began to
experience once the BBC realized their television show was
becoming popular. He reen-
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the notion of Maik Twain’s A
Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur’s Court. And I suppose
he picked me because of
Grail. It just developed that
way. That’s why he stuck me
in the medieval world in the
first episode. It will also go
into other areas as well.

Daily: You are basically the
first member of the troupe to
write an act for American
television. What do you feel is
the difference between the
way the BBC handles things
and the way CBS handles
things?
Chapman: Python was always separate. Before Python
I had written quite a lot of situation comedies for English
television. It’s precisely like
that. Some of that work is
even being shown here in
syndication, a series called
“Doctor in the House”
[which he wrote with Cleese,
Barry Cryer, and Bernard
McKenna, among others]. I
also wrote about 100 episodes
of a situation comedy series
called Ronnie Corbett [formally No, That’s M e Over
Here,” writers include Eric
Idle and Cryer.] I’m used to
that sort of discipline.
The big problem with the
networks [in the US] is that
the networks have a rather
low opinion of the intellect of
their audience. It’s totally
wrong. They like to overexplain, which irritates me. I
don’t think we’ve had to
compromise too much. I certainly won’t.. .unless they get
really vicious.
Daily: You disclosed that
you were a homosexual long
before it was somewhat accepted in society. Do you
think that you were excluded
or discriminated against as a
result?
Chapman: I have no idea.
You can’t really tell, can you?
I had nothing that I ever no-

It’s just what the person
some people’s shoulders
ticed that I could say “Yes, I
feelings.
happens to be. And also it
[about being gay], because
have.” It’s a curious thing. I
Datfy rhere were reports
they might feel a bit of guilt
was a jolly happy film - a
don’t really like definitions
last year that you were going
chase film really, with a black
where they should have no
like that. I think they tie peoto make a black comedy fim
edge to it, considering a senaguilt at all. It was due to start
called Stff. What is the situsple down by saying, “You are
tor was found dead in bed
shooting in May, but if it
this, you are that” because
tion with that film?
with a male lover and the
looks as though the series will
C h a p a n : It was something
I’m not saying “I’m this or I
senator was running for
make it and CBS might say,
am that.” It’s a rather
the film company tried to inpresident. They had to hide
“We’d like 22, episodes.” I
peculiar development - esterest me in. I was lightly inthe body with that kind of
cannot say “yes” to the mopecially if I might want to
terested in it, mainly because
thing going on. It was quite
vie. If CBS says “IIO’’and the
change my mind later on.
I would have been playing the
I think there’s a whole role of a gay person in it, but
an interesting project. It
part is still available, then the
might help lighten the load on
movie is a possibility.
spectrum of sexual behavior.
not an overt caricature.
The reason for making sdch a
positive statement early on
0
was, yes, I did feel that I 0
could see that in myself and
saying, “This is a bit unfair. I
am in a privileged position as
a writer, at least my job won’t
0
be in jeopardy if I come out,
so perhaps I ought to. ” Espe0
(I Summer houst
cially with a little bit of guilt
t S availsble aS $ 1 5 / w ~ . 0
left over from having given 0
up medicine. That’s why I
did and that’s [also] why I
started Gay News [in 19721.
Of course, now with the
atmosphere of AIDS, that I 0
0
think [will be] looked at for 0
years to come, it will seem 0
0
rather different. After all, it’s
8
a disease that came from
0
Africa. It could be incredibly 0
dangerous. It just happened
c
to just hit on a group of rather
*
0
promiscuous homosexuals .0
who lived in a ghetto situation 0
in San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, and New York
at the time that [they] were 0
following a kind of liberation.
students who w o r k Senlor week a r e allowed
It’s no-one’s fault. But what
4-0 remaw in u n w e r s i t y housing For Aha+ t h e 0
isn’t emphasized enough is,
0
on the whole, it is a very diffi0
cult disease to catch, as com- 0
pared to hepatitis, another 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-00 0 0 0 0 0
sexually transmitted disease
that hasn’t totally wiped out
the world, fortunately. As for
myself, I thought syphillis
and gonnorhea were a big
enough reason, then along
came hepatitis. I had been
careful for years, which made
sense. I think that the press,
the irresponsible press, has
whipped up a lot of bigoted
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COMMUNICATIONS MAJORS

Learn:
*Advertising
*Marketing
*Public Relations

*Publishing
*Layout
*Desktop Publishing
*Fun (ie Social Skills)

1989 JUMBO YEARBOOK
Friday, April 15th
Wednesday, April 20th
Thursday, April 21st
Friday, April 22nd
fo accomodate these people, we are asking the Tufts

University community to refrain from parking vehicles in
the parking lot behind Jackson Gym from the center roadway
to the rear of the Gym on these four dates.
Thank you f o r p u r cooperation.

is now looking for people interested in joining the coolest, mosi
raid-back, fun organization on campus.
- ”

Mtg/Party: Monday 4/11 Open Block 11:30-12:30
Wednesday 4/13 6:30pm at
CURTIS HALL - Yearbook Office
3lections for All Positions: Wednesday 4113 7pm
CURTIS HALL - Yearbook Office
Yearbook - where it’s fun to find out!
(for more info call Michael at 623-5852)
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College Students:

THERE’S ONLY
ONE PLACE TO
GO AND THAT’S

UPS!
for package handler positions that earn
$8-9/hour
for flexible day and evening shifts
for full time benefits with a part time position
for friendly people and fun

Come on in! Apply in person at one of
our following facilities:
Monday, 9 am-5 pm
15 Arlington Street
WATERTOWN

-

Monday-Friday,
9 am-5 pm
90 Brick Kiln Road
CHELMSFORD
(Off Route 129,
behind TuIly Forum)

Or for more information, contact your
Career Placement Office.

-UNITED PARCEL SERVICE

continued from page 8
to a sore calf muscle.
Yet King seems to be very
optimistic about the situation. “Nancy’s injury wasn’t
very serious; this was a good
weekend for her to take off
anyway. Phyllis will be back
next week, too. We have done
all the work we can do at this
point - we just need to stay
healthy.”
Much of the team competed in more. than one event,
and they, for the most part,
were successful. “With these
injuries, this was good practice for the team to be able to
double up,” King said.
Karen Pearce, who the
coach said had the “best day
of everybody,” took first in
the long jump (16-8 3/4),
third in the high jump (5-0)
and fourth in both the lOOm
(13.7) and lOOm hurdles
(17.7). She qualified for AllNew Englands and ECACs in
the broad jump and the
ECACs in the high jump.
Cheryl Smith was also an
excellent multiple performer,
placing second in both the
high jump (5-4), the lOOm
hurdles (17.2) and third in
the shotput (8.92m). Freshmen Vera Stenhouse and
Liana Parry placed in more
than one event, with Parry
taking fifth in the hammer
throw (27.3m) and second in
the shotput (10.36m), while
Stenhouse won the lOOm

dash (13.4) and took seconds
in both the triple jump (34-6
1/2) and 400m (60.8).
In the 400m hurdles, Cindy
Larson (70.7) and Tracy
Kaufman (72.6) took second
and fourth places respectively. And in the distance
events, Valerie Hodgkin
(18:58) and Lisa Rodman
(19:30) went 2-3 in the
5000m, and Katherine Tranbarger (10:39) was third in
the 3000m. Caitlin Gabor
won the l5OOm in a time of
5:00.9.
King feels her team is set to
go against Bates, Bowdoin
and Colby next weekend in
Maine. “This a hard time
now, especially with academics. It will be a tough
meet for us, and we’ll have to
buckle down and be competitive. With the injuries we’ll
be a little more cautious this
week, but we should be
ready. I’ll have my fingers
crossed. ”
Track Dust: The women’s
relay teams did very well,
placing second in the both the
4x400m (Jennifer Evans, Susan Adler, Larson and Kaufman) a n d t h e 4 x l 0 0 m
(Pearce, Stenhouse, Heather
Hitchin and Lee Mizell). The
Jumbos won the 4x800m
(Gabor, Kristi Rossomando,
Serena Rosen and Tranbarger).
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SOVIET

continued from page 1
The Tufts panel& at the
Sackler Auditorium in Boston
were Antonia H. Chayes,
undersecretary of the Air
Force during the Carter Administration; McGeorge
Bundy, national security advisor during the Kennedy and
Johnson Administrations;
and Herbert York, a former
member of the Manhattan
Project and the first director
of the Lawrence Livermore
Weapons Laboratory.
The Soviet panelists were
Alexiy Vasiliev, the head of
the political-military department of the Soviet Institute
for USA and Canada, and retired Major General Vladimir
Makharevsky, currently a
member of the Soviet Institute of World Economic and
International Relations.
Sherwin moderated the
Tufts panel and Andrey Kokoshin, the deputy director of
the Insritute for the USA and
Canada, moderated the Moscow panel.
Strategic stability is a political science term generally
used to describe the condition
in which neither superpower
sees an adavantage in starting
a w.
Kokoshin started the discussion by tracing the development of the SovietAmerican s t r a t e g i c r e lationship. He said that the
Soviet goal since the dev e l o p m e n t of n u c l e a r
weapons was to achieve parity
with the United States in nuclear forces.
Kokoshin said that the 27th
Soviet Communist Party COngress decided that parity
alone was not enough to
maintain strategic stability.
He said that strategic stability
had to be reached through
political means, and not just
through keeping a rough bal-

Soviet students shown on a television monitor at the spacebridge.
ance in the number of nuclear
engineering in the Defense
weapons.
Department under the EisenBundy said that the Kenhower Administration.
nedy Administration began
Chayes pointed out that
with a “misapprehen~ion~~ compliance and the verithat the Soviets had a lead in
fication of any future agreethe number of intercontinenments would be important for
tal ballistic missiles - the
the maintenance of strategic
missile gap.
stability.
“The strategic buildup itThe second hour of the
self was not the primary cause
spacebridge was reserved for
of danger. The danger came
student questions. A Tufts
from political crises, ’’ Bundy
sophomore asked the Soviet
said, citing the Berlin crisis
panelists whether they felt
and the Cuban missile crisis
that the intermediate-range
as examples.
nuclear forces that were reHe cited the Berlin Crisis
cently banned in the INF
and the Cuban Missile Crisis
treaty were installed by the
as examples.
United States for political
Chayes agreed with the impurposes rather than military
portance of political stability.
reasons. The Soviets did not
“The real danger ...is the
respond specifically to the
political instability that can
question.
lead to war, ’’ Chayes said.
The Soviet panel noted that
Sherwin had asked York if
the short flight times of the
strategic stability was a conmissiles were a great threat to
cern in the United States durthe Soviet Union.
ing the 1950s.
York disagreed with the ar“Yes. We were concerned
gument that short flight time
with strategic stability, but
was were a source of instabiwe were not at that time putlity or a danger only to the
ting a fine point on numSoviet Union. He noted that
b e r ~ , said
~ ’ York, who served
Soviet submarine launched
as director of research and
ballistic missiles could read
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the United States in several
minutes if they were fired
from Soviet submarines off
the American coast.
Kokoshin countered
York’s position, saying that
communication problems
with submarines reduced the
ability to have the missiles
launched quickly.
“Communications with
submarines is not very reliable,” he said.
Chayes agreed with York,
but said that she still felt the
treaty was important because
it set a precedent by eliminati n g a n e n t i r e class of
weapons.
“The difference between
seven minutes and 12 minutes
is not a hell of a lot of differnce,” she said.
She challenged the Soviet
position that eventually there
should be complete nuclear
disarmament, arguing that it
would create an unstable situation with the increasing
number of states possessing
nuclear weapons and the
difficulties with verification.
Kokoshin maintained that
disarmament should be a
goal.
“I7ll be very blunt,” he
said, explaining that he
understood there were many
obstacles but that he felt disarmament is necessary.
At one point, a Tufts student asked the Soviets if there
was dissent within bureauracy over the elimination of the
weapons.

There was a long pause on
the Soviet side. Then Sherwin incorrectly restated the
question, asking if there were
public opinion against the
move.
Kokoshin then asked the
Soviet students if they supported disarmament. All the
students raised their hands.
Sherwin then corrected his
mistake, asking the question
again.
Kokoshin responded that
he felt public opinion had
more of influence on Soviet
policy than bureaucratic resistance. The Tufts audience
laughed in response to the answer.
Questions were also asked
about the American Strategic
Defense Initiative. Kokoshin
said that the Soviets had decided to use countermeasures
rather than develop an SDI
system of their own because
such a program would “wear
down” the Soviet Union
economically.
The conference ended with
President Jean Mayer answering a question from a Soviet
student. Mayer said that
superpower relations could be
improved through mutual,
balanced arms control and by
“eliminating the sharp edges
of political conflict. ’’ He added that continual cultural
and personal exchanges could
help both sides understand
that they are “dealing with
fellow human beings and not
with the enemy.”

-
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continued from page 8
sively,” said Wits&, “but a
couple of his approach shots
were just not penetrating
enough. ”
Number four Jon Hertzer,
after taking the first set
against Rob Tarkoff 6-3
dropped the next two sets
6-3, 6-3 en route to the loss.
Facing an extremely tough
serve, Hertzer could not control his Amherst foe.
Ed Crowley, playing at the
number five position, scored
a strong three-set victory over
Bill Ackerman. After taking
the first set 6-4, Crowley
faced three match points in
tiebreaker, but couldn’t make
good on any of them, losing
the tiebreaker 10-8. Not letting t h i s bother him, Crowley
stormed back to win the third
set 6-2, taking a well-earned
match.
Number six singles Jeff
Gerwitz recorded a grueling,
hard-fought match over Andy
Kaufman. After winning the
first set 7-6, Gerwitz fell in
le second. 6-4. Down 5-4 in

the third, the freshman
fought back to force a tiebreaker. Using an effective
lob, Gerwitz frustrated the
net hungry Kaufman, taking
the tiebreaker 7-1 to win the
match.
“After losing a close match
against Boston College, I really needed a win under my
belt,” stated Gerwitz. “(Amherst) was an extremely close
match, and I had to give it my
all for every point. The crowd
really helped me in the third
set tiebreaker. ”
With the singles matches
over and Tufts winning 4-2,
the three doubles matches
were moved inside Cousens
d u e to darkness and inclimate
weather. For the second time
this season, the doubles teams
of Ober-Goldman, CrowleyHertzer, and Mark NevilsMarsella swept their matches.
These three wins enables
Tufts to come away with the
very impressiuve 7-2 victory.
Cardinals Caged
Playing Wesleyan for the

-

first the time in three years,
the team didn’t know what to
expect. “I sort of knew what
they played like; considerably
weaker than Amherst,”
stated the coach. “But I
didn’t want the team to be
overconfident. ” Tufts, despite a little trouble, coasted
to a relatively easy 9-0 victory
on Saturday, upping the
season record to 2- 1.
Number one singles Ober
continued his outstanding registering a hard-fought 6-3,
5-7, 6-4 win over Guy Cohen
of Wesleyan. Up 4-3 in the
third set, Ober broke Cohen
for a 5-3 lead. Cohen then
battled back, breaking Ober
to cut the lead, but Ober held
on for the win.
“Cohen was a very aggressive lefthander, all over the
net,” cited Watson. “As the
match progressed, he got
stronger and stronger, but
Ober kept his cool.”
Goldman, using an effective pace-changing style of ’
play, dispensed of Ted

Waugh in straight sets, 6-3,
6-1. “He just kept the kid off
balance. T h e kid just
couldn’t hurt him,” stated
Watson.
Marsella then fought his
way to a 7-5, 7-5 victory over
Larry Unser, recording his
fikst win of the season. Playing against the aggressive bighitter, Marsella kept Unser in
check. “He finally got on the
winning side,’’ exclaimed
Watson. “ ( T h e match)
should be a springboard for
him. ”
Hertzer, using an effective
serve and volley game, scored
a 6-1, 6-3 win over Andy
Fairbanks. Cowley, utilizing
the same serve and volley
techniques as Hertzer, registered a 6-2, 6-3 win over
Jay Gosselin. “He was in control all the way,” the coach
said.
Gerwitz, surprisingly troubled by his weaker Wesleyan
foe Jon Segal, had to work extremelv hard for a frustrating
6-3,3-6,7-5 win. Gerwitz had

to fight off four matchpoints
before he took control of the
match. The befuddled Gerwitz exclaimed, “Ive never
been down four match points
and come back to win.”
The three doubles teams
registered three more wins,
making the season total nine
wins without a loss. Ober and
Goldman, playing against
Guy Cohen and Thatcher
Brown, struggled to a 4-6,
6-2, 7-5 victory. Up three
games to none in the third
set, the two Jumbos lost their
composure, losing five
straight games. Noi giving
up, Ober and Goldman turned the tide once more, winning the next four games to
take the match. The teams of
CrowelyESertzer and Marsella/Nevils both coasted to
straight-set victories.
The team’s next match is
Tuesday against Clark, kicking off a week that includes
MIT, Brandeis, and Williams.
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continued from page 1
ed Virginia Taylor of the Tufts
chaplaincy; M o m McDonald,
John Orcutt and Evelyn
Adams of TLGC; and Lee
Edelman,
an
English
professor.
Adrian Quinn, the panel
moderator, opened with a
question about the d e f ~ t i o n
of homophobia, to which
Adams answered that it is a
“fear of something people
don’t know about and don’t
understand .’’
The discussion then turned
to the use of slang words
regarded as derogatory towards
gays and lesbians, such as
“fag”, “dyke”, or “queer”.
McDonald thought ‘‘slang
words are very harmful and
make gays and lesbians retract
from other people around
them.”
Orcutt echoed this sentiment, saying that “slang
words scared people still in the
closet and were very h a d
in this way.” He added, “People try to justify their use by
saying they are used all the
time.”
When asked about the relation
of
religion
to
homophobia, the panelists
seemed to have a consensus.
Taylor said she hoped that
relations between the church
and gays could be improved so
homophobia would not exist in
religion.
Orcutt said, “Religion
hasn’t done much for gays and

lesbians. It makes them choose
between their life and their
religion.” McDonald added,
“That misuse of religion has

racism and included Joshua
h u b of the International
Committee Against Racism,
Karen Johns of the African-

Panelists discuss sexism at a symposium Saturday.
allowed people to justify their -American Society, Associate
homophobic actions.”
Dean of Students Bruce ReitEdelman then answered a man and moderator Professor
question about homophobia at Bobby Cooley.
Tufts, saying, “The Tufts
Reitman said that racism
community is aware [ofl, but comes in two forms. “There is
not terribly concerned with, blatant racism, such as overt
homophobia.”
racist actions directed against
McDonald agreed. “The others. Then there is subtle
Tufts community as a whole racism, which is more
was not aware of its prevalent on this campus,” he
homophobia,” she said.
said. “These are done by peoWhen asked. about gay ple who deny they are racist,
parenting,themembersofthe but who do things to hurt
TLGC all supported the idea. others.”
They argued that gays should
When asked if n f t s was a
be allowed to be parents and racist institution, Reitman siad
that .they could do just as good it was, saying that something
a job as heterosexual parents. as simple as “a security guard
Thesecondpaneldedtwith being more likely to stop a
‘

black person than a white person at a dormitory door could
be regarded as a racist
attitude.’ ’
“The adphistration doesn’t
do enough against racism. It
doesn’t make the effort
towards divestment or more
balck students or faculty,”
h u b said.
Johns also said there “needs
to be a full commitment to the
problem of racism at Tufts by
both the students and the
facutly, expecially the addition
of more black students and
faculty.’ ’
The third panel dealt with
sexism and included Gail
Schwartz andd Janet Baldwin
of the Women’s Collective;
Tufts Police Detective Sergeant
John Flaherty; Johns; Tufts
Community Union Senate
President Tracy Hahn and
moderator Anne Reurnan.
On the definition of sexism,
Hahn said, “It’s any type of
sexual harassment or not being
given the respect a man would
give another man, or a woman
would give another woman.”
All the women said they had
experienced some form of sexism Qn campus.
Johns and Hahn both said
that they don’t feel safe on
parts of the campus at night.
Baldwin noted that in the
male-dominated en&eering
department, she “did not have
one woman engineering professor the whole time.”

.

Schwartz said an “atmosphere of intolerance
against sexism on campus
must be created,” with Hahn
adding, “the Tufts Police and
administration must make a
conscious effort to be
understanding
towards
women.”
The question about fraternities was brought up, with
many negative reactions to
them.
Baldwin said not all fraternities are bad, but that “they
must be disciplined when they
do something wrong to prevent
other actions in the future.”
Flaherty pointed out that
there are not a lot of complaints from women about the
fraternities because most problems involve assaults on men.
Johns replied that while this
may be true, many more incidents are never reported to
the police by women.
Closing remarks on the symposium were made by Jon
Chernow, Michele Granese,
and Derrick Jones of the nifts
Democrats.
The consensus was that
racism, homophobia and sexism were problems at Tufts,
.and that only education and
help from the administration
and students could change the
many prejudices that occur on
the campus.
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ball was hit to the shortstop.
In the seventh, co-captain
Kathy Durga singled and
Wood followed with an infield hit. First baseman
Nancy Reichlin punched a
line drive to center that Latvis gobbled up to end the
threat and really, the game.
Although the Jumbos did
hit the ball hard, beside Burke’s three hits, only four
other players recorded hits.
Latvis’s seven putouts in
center field cut down many
balls that may have been extra
base hits against other teams.
While many teams may
have been drained by the shutout, the Jumbos showed a lot
of heart by bouncing back the
next day to split a
doubleheader (5-4, 7-8)
against the Brandeis Judges.
For those of you who may
have never watched ssoftball,
this match was a prime example of how the game should
be played. Van Keuren came
back to throw against the
quick-throwing Missy Harderm, and while this game
was close, van Keuren clearly
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outpitched her counterpart.
Unlike the previous four
games, Tufts got on the board
in the first inning while its
opponents did not. With
Durga hitting in the leadoff
slot and Burke second, both
captains singled. Reichlin
then walked before Bernell
and van Keuren drove two
runs across the plate. Bernell,
in her first season, has played
brilliantly of late and continued her onslaught against
Brandeis.
Brandeis, which used a
rather unorthodox offensive
approach in which it often
wasted outs by bunting runners from first to third, was
stifled through five. Tufts
spotted the Judges two more
runs on a hit and stolen base
by Burke and a walk by
Reichlin came around on a
wild pitch.
But in the fifth, Brandeis
sent ten women to the plate
and tied the score at four.
With two tunners on base,
Brandeis once again tried to
bunt the runners over, but
the attempt was almost foiled

as van Keuren dove for the
pop bunt and just missed the
ball. After two runs scored
and two more walks (there
were five just in that inning),
the bases were loaded with no
outs. At times like this the
great players stand out and
make the plays. As the tension built, a smash was hit
down the third base line
which Bernell caught, dove
and tagged the girl for a
double play which saved the
game.
But the relentless Brandeis
attack was not over. Cris Corsae tripled to cut the deficit to
4-3, before another walk tied
the game at four.
Unlike most softball fields,
the Judges’ field has their
version of the Green Monster.
The huge inviting wall often
teases players, but rarely do
they hit it out. With one
swing it was over. ‘Tufts’
Reichlin popped a fly ball up
and over to touch ’em all.
In the other side of the twin
bill, Tufts once again went
down to the wire, but this
time the Jumbos lost 8-7 in a

heartbreaker. The scoring
started in the second as
Riechlin, who has been hitting the ball hard but right
people, singled before designated hitter Ellen Rideout
drove her in. Brandeis’s Harder once again started the
game, and perhaps the Reichlin homer lit the hurler’s fuse
because as she struck out the
Jumbos quickly came to their
teammate’s aid, Herman settled the bunch.
Pitching in her first college
game, freshman Kristine
Murphy handled herself well.
Looking rather wild during
practice, Murphy performed
well under pressure. The
Judges collected two runs in
the second before Murphy
struck out two consecutive
batters to end the threat.
With the score 5-4 going
into the fifth, Murphy allowed a single and two walks
to load the bases causing
Herman to bring in van
Keuren to finish up. After a
walk led to the tying run, a
single pushed Brandeis ahead
6-5.

In the seventh, Burke once
again started things off with a
single. On a three-and-two
count, Wood walked in a
clutch situation. Bernell followed with a pass, and then a
Rideout hit resulted in a
Burke being thrown out at
home. With the bases loaded,
Herman called on freshman
Sharon Hughes to pinch hit.
With the score 6-6 and a
three-ball, two-strike count,
the freshman walked to force
the go-ahead run.
But it was not over. A leadoff single and a sacrifice set
the stage for Janet Matsumota’s tying double which was
follwed by a game-winning
bloop single just our of the
reach of centerfielder Burke.
Although there is a big
difference between being 3-3
and 4-2, Burke said that “we
cannot look at this as a really
big loss. We have to look forward. ” With that optimistic
attitude, the Jumbos will continue their competitive style
of play tomorrow afternoon at
Babson.
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Weekender: Watch for it!/
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TUFTS UNIVERSITY HAS NO
BUSINESS SCHOOL
But for some of us at the TUFTS DAILY it doesn’t matter!!!

* * WANTED * *
A student to be responsible for managing $1000 worth of
advertising per day. Duties include: paperwork and quality
control. Must be able to work two days a week - 1 hour
each afternoon and 1 hour each evening.

For Information call Danielle Camner at 38 1-3090
I

~

Note: All people who have already expressed an interest to join the business team need to call Dave
as soon as possible at 381-3090.
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